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1. Executive Summary  

1.1 Background 

The King Island Strategy Plan was commissioned by the King Island Council to address a 

wide range of planning and development issues that had been identified across the Island 

including coastal development, township enhancement, agricultural and industrial land 

protection and development and, environmental issues in sensitive coastal and resource 

valued areas. 

 

The purpose of the Strategy is to provide the Council, as the major stakeholder and town 

planning decision maker, with a planning framework designed to assist and guide future 

decision making of the key areas identified above over the next 10 years.  

 

The Strategy will also ensure the adoption of land use and development objectives which 

will support the ongoing sustainable planning and management of King Island�s land 

resource base in a manner which is consistent with the King Island 2013 Strategic Plan 

2004-2008. 

 

It represents one of the first instances of this form of strategic planning frameworks that 

have been developed for other regions of rural and metropolitan Tasmania. 

 

The Strategy has been developed through site investigations and stakeholder and 

community consultation. This has included site specific visits responding to various 

planning applications and submissions which have collectively assisted the team in 

determining the issues and opportunities that face King Island in relation to land use 

planning and development. The outcome of this exercise which is described in more detail 

in the prior developed Issues Paper, formed the basis for the development of a series of 

objectives and actions which are the main planks of the strategic plan. 

 

Whilst the output of the exercise is essentially a Strategy for the whole of the Island, 

important drivers have been the identification of issues and opportunities at the local level 

as they relate to those key issues identified above. In this way the exercise has provided 

the opportunity to address needs from a local perspective yet also encourage an overall 

Island approach towards future land use planning and development. 

 

It is important to note that this Strategy is a land use based document that focuses on 

delivering a series of macro scale actions within the context of the King Island Planning 

Scheme and relevant state policy (coastal, agriculture, etc). It cannot seek to change the 

attitudes or culture of a community or work towards implementing physical actions at a 

micro scale. However, what the Strategy does seek to do is to make changes to the 

delineation and content of planning zones so as to provide opportunity for future growth 

and to ensure sustainable development can be achieved. It also seeks to protect King 

Island�s sensitive uses. Much of what King Island requires to stimulate future growth will 

be an indirect effect of the Strategy through the uses permitted within each zone. 

However, it will then be the responsibility of the King Island community to generate these 

uses, in a manner consistent with local planning policy, in order to drive the promotion of 

new activity on the Island.  
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1.2 Approach to Strategy 

The King Island Strategy is founded on four corner stones of land use which were 

developed from the initial issues identification process and through consultation with the 

community. Each of these areas is considered to embrace the key directions required to 

drive the ongoing growth and development of King Island into the immediate and longer 

term future. They include: 

 

- The Coast 

- Townships and Settlements 

- Industry/Agriculture/Tourism 

- The Environment 

 

Each of these areas has been examined in detail within the Strategy including an 

assessment of the current context within which they sit on the Island, an understanding of 

the objectives that are required to drive enhancement within each area, desired outcomes 

and the identification of key strategies. 

 

Where a component has included the identification of a Strategy proposing a zone change 

or investigations for zone change, a brief strategic justification has been provided which is 

consistent with the objectives of the King Island Planning Scheme and Tasmania Planning 

System.  

 

Figure 1 below illustrates the framework that has been used in developing the strategic 

plan for King Island. 

 

The research and consultation process undertaken, enabled the consultant team to obtain 

an understanding of the major issues facing the planning of land use and development 

which in turn led to the identification of a range of key issues and opportunities, being the 

foundation for the development of possible ways of addressing and ideally resolving the 

key planning issues. 

 

The output from the above exercise formed the basis for developing and providing input to 

the Strategic Plan which comprises: 

 

1. A vision statement reflecting the desirable situation and intended aim of the Plan; 

 

2. A series of key strategic directions being the broad direction components that if 

pursued are designed to address the key planning issues in a manner that is 

consistent with the vision statement; and 

 

3. Specific strategies to be undertaken throughout the course of the implementation 

of the Strategy that will help to achieve the objectives. These actions are 

allocated timeframes to assist with the completion and implementation process. 

 

4. Acknowledgement of key partners (departments/agencies/entities) to assist the 

King Island Council with driving the implementation of the Strategies. 
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Figure 1: Framework for the King Island Strategy Plan 
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1.3 Strategic Directions  

The actions detailed in the tables in Section 8 are focussed on the delivery of the following 

core strategic directions for the Island including: 

 

 Increased opportunities for site responsive residential coastal development in areas of 

low agricultural productivity yet which have reasonable access to infrastructure and 

services. 

 

 Maintaining and protecting the existing agricultural land uses. 

 

 Reinforcing the key land use roles and diversity of activities in urban areas including 

Currie, Grassy  and Naracoopa. 

 

 Providing the foundation for the enhanced role of the Grassy Port through the 

adoption of a dedicated Port (Industry) Precinct in the Planning Scheme. 

 

 Enhancement of environmental assets by identifying and improving ways in which 

open space and coastal trails can be more effectively accessed, managed and used 

(sustained) by both the King Island community and tourists. 

 

 Responding to the progressive needs of each of the key urban areas (Currie, Grassy 

and Naracoopa) as they seek to capture specific strategic roles in response to the 

commercial and domestic needs of each centre. 

 

1.4 Rationale for the Development of Strategies 

In formulating the strategies, the study team has been cognisant of the need to ensure 

that the Strategies: 

 

1. Address issues confronting King Island as a whole.  

 

As this Strategy focuses primarily at a whole of Island level, with the Island itself 

comprising areas of contrasting issues, the Strategy reflects actions that can address local 

(specific) issues, and can benefit King Island as a whole. Examples include the 

identification of development potential of underutilised coastal areas such as the area 

between Currie and Loorana whilst recognising the need to ensure site responsive siting 

and design principles which can be applied to many parts of the Island because of its 

coastal environment. 

 

2.  Are practical and can be implemented. 

 

Given the limited financial and human resources available, the Strategy seeks to deliver 

actions that are:  

 Practical (can be resourced at a human and physical level). 

 Represent the best value to the Island when implemented i.e. actions which deliver 

tangible results across the Island such as opportunity for promoting new economic 

and social initiatives and  improvements. 

 Can be implemented within a practical and achievable time frame based on 

resourcing and funding. 
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3.  Are capable of being measured in terms of overall performance against the 

Strategic Plan. 

 

Each of the core areas of the Strategy includes a series of objectives that were developed 

from the initial issues identification phase. The actions identified in the Strategy relate 

directly to achieving these objectives and as they are gradually implemented, measures 

may be developed alongside of them, to gauge the success of each individual action and 

of the Strategy overall. 

 

The Strategy has identified key partners and timeframes, which will also ensure each 

action has direction for timely implementation, and additional resourcing and/or support 

from government and non-government agencies and providers. 

 

1.5 The Strategy Plan 

The purpose of the Strategy Plan is: 

 To outline the context to development in King Island;  

 Identify key themes and issues that will influence the future development in King 

Island; and  

 Provide recommendations to inform the preferred location, land allocation and design 

of development areas in King Island. 

 

The Tasmanian Resource Management Planning System (RMPS) aims to achieve 

sustainable outcomes for the development of Tasmania�s natural and physical resources. 

The Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA) governs the creation and 

amendment of planning schemes, the assessment of planning directives, development 

control and enforcement and the Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal 

(RMPAT). 

 

The Strategy Plan will provide a focus for the drafting of a new planning scheme for King 

Island to comply with the 2003 directive from the Resource Planning and Development 

Commission (RPDC) requiring new schemes with a common format and structure to be 

developed. Prior to this each municipality had different structure and content with respect 

to zones and use types. The new �Common Elements Template� follows a performance 

based approach and seeks to ensure all use and development is economically, 

environmentally and socially sustainable. 

 

The King Island Strategy Plan aims to address the future potential for growth and 

development, to meet the needs of the existing and future populations and identify means 

for which appropriate residential, commercial and industrial development can be 

accommodated, whilst having regard to key issues of amenity and agricultural protection. 

 

The King Island Strategy Plan will provide Council and the community with a clear and 

sustainable blue print for future land use on the Island and encompasses urban, rural, 

industrial and environmental issues and land uses on King Island. The plan makes specific 

recommendations about key strategic issues confronting planning for the Island including: 

 

 Planning and land use initiatives outlined in the King Island 2013 Strategic Plan 2004-

2008. 

 Provision of a planning framework for the reopening of the mine at Grassy. 

 Projected population growth. 
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 Adequacy of existing infrastructure to support new land use and development. 

 Opportunities for new settlements and rural residential development in coastal areas. 

 Enhancement of industrial and commercial areas. 

 Protection of agricultural land uses. 

 Opportunities for improving management of environmental assets. 

 

The King Island �way of life� and the King Island �brand� are well recognised and it is 

critical that neither is undermined or negatively impacted by changes to land use and 

development patterns on the Island.  

 

These significant economic and cultural aspects strongly reflect the unique nature of King 

Island and require strategic planning decisions that provide for diversity, flexibility and 

certainty. 

 

1.6 Interpreting the Strategies against the Strategy Map. 

The primary visual medium emerging from the Strategy is the Strategy Plan. (Appendix A) 

This Plan depicts a series of defined precincts and other directions which form the basis of 

the Strategy.  

 

Many of the strategies that have been developed relate specifically to the potential to 

implement new zones on the Island. Before these proposed zones can be implemented, 

further investigations should occur to determine their exact size, location, boundaries and 

nature of uses permitted.  

 

Therefore, the precincts shown on the Strategy Plan are to be viewed as general areas 

where the proposed zones can be accommodated. Exactly how the zones fit into these 

Precincts (wholly or partly) will require further investigations as mentioned above. 

 

1.7 Defining Terms 

For the purposes of the Strategic Plan described in this document, the following definitions 

are applicable: 

 

Strategy 

The specific tasks that will be undertaken in the current planning period that collectively 

are consistent with the objectives in the Strategic Plan. 

 

Timeframe / Priority 

The expected timeframe in which the action should be commenced and completed and its 

priority in relation to other actions in the Plan. 

 

High    commenced /addressed immediately or within 1-3 years. 

Medium   commenced / addressed within 3-5 years. 

Low   commenced / addressed within 5-10 years. 

Ongoing  in progress now and into future. 
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2. Strategy Context 

2.1 Introduction 

King Island is a unique and progressive island with a strong foundation in agricultural 

excellence supported by tourism and its marine industries including kelp harvesting and 

port related industry. The Island experiences a contrasting array of demographic, 

sociological and geographical aspects which in turn influence the planning of its land uses 

and the nature and scale of its development opportunities. Nevertheless, a common 

theme on the Island is the need to promote sustainable use and development which 

appropriately responds to the physical constraints and opportunities of its urban and rural 

areas. The added factor is to balance this pro-development approach with the 

enhancement of the Islands environmental assets. 

 

2.2 Policy Context 

Any future planning and development decisions for King Island must ensure outcomes that 

are consistent with the Tasmanian Planning System and acknowledge the policy 

directions of the State Government and the objectives of the King Island Planning 

Scheme. In recognising the Island�s values and working within the scope of these policies, 

the King Island Strategy has the potential to deliver positive change that will bring a wider 

audience to the Islands shores and deliver the catalyst of future growth. 

 

2.2.1 State Policy Framework 

There are three key policy documents which must be adhered to in any planning for 

growth and development on the Island. These policies are administered at State level, and 

apply Statewide to reinforce and protect the economic, physical and social benefits of 

each area. The policies include 

 

1. State Policy on the Protection of Agricultural Land 2000 

Applies to all rural land and land abutting rural land. Aim is to foster sustainable 

agriculture in Tasmania by ensuring the continued productive capacity of the 

State�s agricultural land resource. 

 

2. Draft State Coastal Policy 2006 (based on State Coastal Policy 1996)  

Applies to all land within the �coastal zone�, that is to State waters and to all land 

a distance of one kilometre inland from the high-water mark. The purposes of the 

Policy are to facilitate: 

- The conservation of intrinsic coastal assets, values; and  

- The sustainable use or development of the coastal area. 

 

The Policy advocates the achievement of three core outcomes to be achieved in 

aggregate. These include: 

- Natural geomorphological process are to be retained (includes wind, wave, 

tidal and hydrological processes) 

- Conservation, and where appropriate rehabilitation of the diversity, extent 

and condition of native terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna and their 

habitats. 

- Avoid adverse impacts of use and development on areas of biodiversity or 

conservation value. 
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3. State Policy on Water Quality Management 

Purpose is to achieve the sustainable management of Tasmania�s surface water 

and groundwater resources by protecting or enhancing their qualities while allowing 

for sustainable development in accordance with the objectives of Tasmania�s 

Resource Management and Planning System. 

 

At a strategic level the three State policies provide the basis for many of the 

recommendations of this Strategy. Any actions that are made outside the direction of 

these policies would fail to be seriously entertained at a State level particularly when 

considering planning scheme amendments and would ultimately undermine the strength of 

the Strategy.  

 

2.2.2 Local Policy Framework 

The King Island Planning Scheme sets out a primary goal and a series of key objectives to 

be considered in the assessment of applications for land use and development.  

 

Together with the state policies, these objectives have been used to assist in the strategic 

justification for proposed actions emerging from the Strategy. The objectives are outlined 

as follows: 

 

The objectives of the planning scheme are to: 

 

a) To recognise the natural and economic assets of King Island and promote balanced, 

use and development while minimizing conflict between competing demands on the 

Island�s resources; 

 

b) To protect the rural economy of King Island as an essential part of the wider economic 

base; 

 

c) To recognise the importance of the fishing industry to the economy of King Island and to 

plan for the further development of the industry by providing for shore based port facilities 

and to allow for marine farming to occur; 

 

d) To recognise the importance of mining as an industry and to identify areas where 

mineral resources have been identified and future mining activity can be established to the 

exclusion of other uses; 

 

e) To recognise the tourist attractions of the Municipality by protecting the natural and 

heritage values and identifying specific sites for the development of tourist facilities;  

 

f) To plan for and protect the Municipality�s links with the mainland through its air and sea 

services; 

 

g) To co-ordinate the orderly and efficient use and development of land and ensuring a 

reasonable balance between supply and demand of land in accordance with anticipated 

growth; 

 

h) To set standards for the use and development of land; and  
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i) To promote Currie as the principle settlement and focus for commercial, community, 

administrative, business, industrial and residential activities while also recognising the 

future roles of Grassy and Naracoopa as settlements for residential and tourist 

developments. 

 

2.3 Physical Context  

2.3.1 Population and Geography  

(A detailed description is located in the King Island Strategy Plan Issues Paper, Sept 2006) 

 

King Island lies on the western side of Bass Strait, almost equidistant from Victoria and 

Tasmania and from Cape Wickham to Stokes Point is 64km long and 27km across at its 

widest point. It comprises an area over 1000 square kms with the majority of the Island 

used for broadacre agricultural activities including grazing of beef and dairy cattle. The 

Island comprises pockets of rainforests, nature reserves and both sandy and rocky 

coastlines.  

 

Total population for King Island in June 2001 (census) was recorded at 1,724 persons. 

The majority of the population is based in Currie, the largest town on the Island which in 

2001 had a population of 793 persons. Between 1991 and 2001 King Island had a 

declining population (10%) although it will not be known if this decline has continued until 

results of the 2006 census are revealed. 

 

The geography of King Island has had a large role to play in the development of this 

Strategy as the four cornerstones upon which it is based e.g. coasts, towns, industry 

agriculture, tourism and environment will draw the greatest level of activity and capacity for 

change. These core land use components define the degree to which land can be 

developed and used for employment generating activities such as tourism and industry; 

they embrace opportunities for the diversification of housing and lifestyle choice; and they 

set the boundaries for the expansion and enhancement of the Island�s primary economic 

and social centers. 

 

Provided below are descriptions of how the various land uses and activities provide 

opportunities (and in some cases constraints) to future growth and development on King 

Island.  

 

2.3.2 Coastal 

Critical to the future development of King Island is its ability to responsibly plan for the 

development of key coastal areas. Because of its Island status, the coast remains one of 

King Island�s major drawcards for tourism and new population growth and consistent with 

national trends in development, the coast remains under pressure for new development. 

The exposed nature of the west side of the Island affects its agricultural value and the 

history of mobile dunes invading the flat fertile soils has redefined the topography in a 

narrow band adjacent to the coast. This aspect, together with the fact that the west of the 

Island has strategic links with economic, social and physical infrastructure gives rise to the 

opportunity to new coastal development. Future development must be respectful of the 

sensitive environmental balance required to protect existing coastal landforms and the 

aesthetic qualities of these areas. 
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Figure 2: King Island 

Source:  
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2.3.3 Agriculture 

King Island�s other key driver is the protection and enhancement of its economic base and 

this begins with its agricultural areas which dominate the Island�s land use composition. It 

is imperative for the Island that future planning decisions consider the impact on the 

productive capacity of its agricultural areas and that new development does not constrain, 

nor undermine the value of this land to the Island. A recent landmark decision to ban tree 

farming from the Island will be paramount to the successful retention of agricultural land 

which is the home to the Islands significant beef and dairy export industries. Similarly, it 

will be important to ensure that any pressure for new residential development in the high 

value agricultural areas of the Island does not undermine the availability of productive 

farmland.  

 

The consultation process also raised the potential for more intensive forms of agricultural 

activity such as horticulture. The diversification of agricultural activity is important to 

continue King Island�s strength in this area and that these types of related farm uses 

should be provided for within the planning scheme. However, permitting small lot 

subdivision of high value agricultural land for more intensive activities has the potential to 

undermine the objective of retaining large rural parcels to support the main beef and dairy 

activities. Therefore these newer more intensive farming activities, can occur in both rural 

and rural living zones as permitted land uses on the basis that they do not form excised 

land parcels, that they are provided with the necessary infrastructure (water, power and 

sewer) and that they do not cause detriment to the amenity of nearby residential activities. 

 

2.3.4 Environment 

Environmental and heritage issues on the Island primarily exist in proximity to the coast 

where the Island supports historical shipwrecks matched by the beauty of high quality 

coastal environments. Because of the Islands location and size, it does not (yet) draw the 

numbers of visitors seeking the same environmental experiences that the Tasmanian main 

land offers and for many this would appear a positive aspect as the environmental 

features remain intact. However, there are clearly environmental experiences that have 

the potential to expand through combining with tourism experiences including magnificent 

coastal walks, fauna watching in the lagoons and eco-adventure tours. King Island has 

two key areas on the south coast and north-east coast (and other localised areas) where 

its environmental features need to be protected and sustained although the potential for 

eco-tourism in these areas remains a factor to support the Island�s economic base and 

reinforce its diversity of tourism experiences.  

 

Sustaining such environmental features to hinder or stop any loss or degradation is 

essential when planning for King Island. This is especially so due to the high prevalence of 

bushfire on the Tasmanian and hence the King Island landscape, which historically has 

been a bushfire prone area. Such bushfires need to be managed adequately and 

appropriately with an essential aspect to this management being the creation of 

appropriate development options to minimise bushfire risk. Such risk is lessened by 

adopting appropriate procedures to ensure protection of the Island�s population and 

resources. 

 

An important document, Guidelines for Development in Bushfire Prone Areas of Tasmania 

looks at and explains how to minimise the risk from bushfire in terms of loss of life and 
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property and suggests initiatives that should be implemented to enable place and 

landscape survival in the case of a bushfire. 

 

By using such information it can allow an understanding of the areas on King Island where 

development may be inappropriate with regards to a high level of risk when it comes to 

bushfire attack. 

 

The four response initiatives that relate to the planning and development of King Island 

are as follows: 

 

Defendable Space from Bushfires. 

 The development and planning of buildings, lot sizes and buffer zones (Bushfire 

Protection & Fuel Modified Buffer Zones) must be bushfire appropriate in 

accordance with this manual, this includes a need for implementing protective 

features, be mindful of development on sloping ground and in areas of dense 

ground story and hence highly fuelled vegetation. 

Roads. 

 Road layout, design and construction, especially for the allowance of access 

ways and fire trails are essential, even on King Island where remnant forests 

have been severely depleted. 

 

Water Supplies. 

 All areas and properties need to be nearby and have access to stored/reticulated 

water, such water holding devices need to be made of non-combustible material 

etc in case of bush fire. 

 

Building Siting and Design. 

 Siting, design and construction of buildings on King Island, both urban and rural 

should be done in such a way to minimise any impacts with regards to bushfires 

and hazards associated with bushfires. 

 

The above initiatives all need to be adopted within the King Island Planning Scheme to 

ensure that impacts from any bushfire on King Island will be managed effectively and the 

chance of extreme losses, whether it be human, rural or urban will be decreased as a 

result of proper planning and development practices.  

 

2.3.5 Industry 

Industrial areas on King Island require further review beyond this Strategy. This is a key 

land use issue that needs to be addressed if the Island is to grow. Currently, the key 

industrial activities on the Island are located at the Grassy Port, at Loorana (Dairy 

Factory), and in a number of locations around Currie.  

 

The Grassy Port is a critical part of King Island�s infrastructure and will demand ongoing 

review of its spatial needs and supporting services as the Island�s population develops 

and its industry and commercial needs continue to grow. 

 

This Strategy supports the intensification of activities at the port and is supportive of a 

current proposal to expand the Grassy port industrial area beyond its current boundaries. 

This proposal will assist with strengthening the Islands export/import operations from the 

port and provide the avenue for additional industrial activity related to port activities. 
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However, an important aspect of the expansion of the port will be the need to manage the 

environmental issues on its boundaries including the colonies of penguins and Shearwater 

birds that nest in the adjoining areas. 

 

Over the years industrial land uses in and around Currie have developed in an ad hoc 

manner with many examples of industrial activities located adjoining residential land uses 

and nearby sensitive community uses including child care and schools. Whilst an industrial 

zone has been established on Currie�s south-east boundary, there remain key issues with 

this zone including its siting over the towns water supply, poor servicing, its northern 

boundary abuts a closed residential zone and based upon cadastre plans, the zone only 

comprises 8 separate titles of which three are already wholly or partly occupied. Whilst at 

present this zone provides well for the kelp processing industry and also accommodates 

some quarrying activity (on the above mentioned titles), its remaining areas are largely 

underutilised and have failed to attract new industry.  

 

It is considered that for the problems mentioned above and the need to encourage 

industrial activity out of sensitive areas, an opportunity must be considered for a new 

industrial zone which has good access, proximity to services including power, water and 

sewer, appropriate buffering from sensitive residential properties, and minimal potential for 

impact on environmental and water quality. 

 

2.3.6 Urban Settlements 

King Island comprises three main populated areas being Currie, Grassy and Naracoopa. 

Currie is the Island�s main commercial centre and is situated on the western coast of the 

Island with Grassy and Naracoopa on the east coast housing smaller populations. 

 

Currie 

Currie comprises all the traditional features of a main town with an active commercial 

centre supported by industry, recreation and social activities. It also provides King Island�s 

main employment base with numerous tourist establishments, community services 

(schools, hospital, civic centre), industries and retail establishments.  

 

 

Figure 3: Currie township 
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Currie also contains the Islands key recreational and commercial harbour and is home to 

numerous fishing trawlers and recreational boating facilities. The Harbour remains an 

underutilised asset and offers potential for new tourism development supported by quality 

residential development and areas of environmental and recreational interest. 

 

The commercial / retail businesses in Currie are somewhat dispersed within the town, 

though most are located in the central part of each town. Community facilities, resources 

and recreation opportunities are spread throughout Currie and cater for the wider Island 

community. Defining �precincts� for these activities will be key outcomes of the Strategy for 

the Currie town centre with a local structure plan supported by rezoning recommendations 

being one way to facilitate this reorganization of land uses.  

 

Specific opportunities in Currie exist to encourage the relocation of historically 

inappropriately sited industrial activities to new industrial areas (location to be investigated 

further) and to identify the reclassification of land zones which are more focussed to 

facilitating new residential development. Combined with the need to improve the aesthetic 

appearance of the town�s main streetscape, Currie has the potential to offer a strong base 

for the Islands ongoing growth and development. 

 

Key opportunities for Currie include: 

 enhancement of its commercial centre; 

 redevelopment of the Currie Harbour Precinct; 

 encourage inappropriately sited industrial activities to relocate to a new dedicated 

precinct; 

 rezoning of non-residential zoned land to accommodate new residential development; 

and 

 enhancement of parks and open spaces and linkages between them and 

residential/commercial areas. 
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Grassy 

Grassy was established as a small mining town supporting scheelite mining until 1990 

when the mine was closed. Mining operations began on the Island in the early 1900s 

when Scheelite was discovered by Tom Farrell in 1904. This increased the population of 

the Island immensely and the locality of Grassy grew up to house the mine workers. 

Grassy is now home to the Island�s main commercial port where goods are imported and 

exported from King Island via the Port of Grassy. 

 

 
 

Grassy township has now developed into a more structured community with a diversity of 

land uses including residential, commercial, open space and community activities. Its 

location atop the hill overlooking the working port also offers a strong point of interest to 

visitors. The proximity of Grassy to future key employment opportunities including an 

expanded port and the scheelite mine (approved stands to provide key impetus for the 

ongoing development of this town. The potential exists to alter Grassy�s town planning 

status from the master planned �Grassy Redevelopment� Zone to a dedicated township 

complete with commercial, residential and open space areas. 

 

Grassy is also home to a campus of the Ballarat and Clarendon College which hosts a 

school semester camp attended by Year 9 children from its base in Victoria. The College 

has become a vital part of Grassy�s ongoing sustainability with the students supporting the 

commercial facilities and providing continual activity within the township. 

 

Key opportunities for Grassy include: 

 enhancement of its town centre; 

 strengthening the role and expanding the industrial area of the Grassy Port; 

 providing a zoning plan over the town which replaces its single purpose zone status; 

 impact upon the town resulting from the re-opening of the Scheelite mine; 

 opportunities for new residential development / rejuvenation of older stock; and 

 developing tourism and recreational opportunities. 

 

Figure 4: Grassy township 
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Naracoopa 

Naracoopa is a small coastal village supporting a number of tourist accommodation 

facilities and a smaller permanent residential population. It comprises a linear strip of low 

scale residential development stretching along the coast. Naracoopa�s dominant feature is 

its Pier and its black sand and white sand beaches which provide a strong point of interest 

for visitors to the area. The settlement�s tranquil setting adds to its attractiveness as a 

quiet coastal town. Described in one map publication produced by the Tasmanian Lands 

Department as a �sleepy settlement on a picturesque beach setting� Naracoopa�s 

boundaries are well defined and appear suitable to accommodate further domestic growth 

in its low density residential areas and village centre. 

 

 
 

Naracoopa offers ongoing diversity to the Island for residential, tourism and lifestyle 

choices that are founded on its ambience as a coastal retreat but with the capacity to 

support small convenience commercial opportunities and a population base that has 

access to larger lifestyle blocks and supporting infrastructure.  

 

The opportunity to reinforce its tourism role to the Island will see Naracoopa perform an 

important economic function and objectives supporting this role will be identified in this 

Strategy. 

 

Naracoopa is serviced from Currie or Grassy due to a lack of commercial facilities and 

although the township�s development is linear, current zoning areas provide it with the 

potential to grow inland in order to support further residential development provided this is 

supported by adequate infrastructure.  

 

Key opportunities for Naracoopa include:  

 reinforcement of tourism role; 

 upgrade of services and infrastructure; 

 opportunities for new residential development; and 

 enhancement of the appearance of the foreshore interface including the pier and 

surrounds. 

 

Figure 5: Naracoopa  
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2.3.7 Infrastructure  

In order to support the capacity for King Island to double its population through new 

residential areas, improved industrial estates and enhanced commercial areas, a major 

review of infrastructure will be required. Increased population will require increased vehicle 

traffic, power, sewer and water needs ultimately placing pressure on the existing services. 

Currently, key infrastructure features on King Island include: 

 

 Airport (predominantly passenger traffic). 

 Industrial port (primarily servicing industry). 

 Breakwater (at Grassy Port). 

 Boat Harbour (fishing). 

 Wind Farm (electricity generation). 

 Radio, TV and Mobile phone towers. 

 

These are supported by the Island�s power, sewer and water infrastructure network. 

 

Tasmania is currently the leader in renewable energy generation in Australia and the 

Huxley Hill Wind Farm on King Island provides a valuable source of renewable energy for 

the Island and is used in conjunction with the diesel-fired power generation. This is Hydro 

Tasmania�s first wind farm development on King Island and has resulted in substantial 

diesel fuel savings for the Island. Industrial and commercial uses represent the 

predominant load (65%) with the Dairy using 10%. The distribution network is provided by 

�rural overhead feeders� in Grassy, Currie, Airport and Wickham. 

 

The proposed wind farm expansion will reduce annual diesel consumption on the Island 

by more than a million litres and result in renewable energy contributing about 50 percent 

of the Island�s energy requirements and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by about 

4600 tonnes. 

 

Telecommunications infrastructure on the Island is adequate, though generally utilises 

outdated technology, such as the Telstra CDMA network that is being phased out. 

Improving the Island�s communications will result in a better integration of the Island�s 

three main population centres and industrial areas. 

 

2.3.8 Aboriginal, European and Natural Heritage 

The Island is said to have been uninhabited for several thousand years before European 

settlement. To this end there are few remnants of the local indigenous population to be 

found. Recent surveys have been conducted to assess the Island for remnant areas of 

archaeological value. 

 

Presently, there are 30 places listed on the Australian Heritage Database, most of which 

are part of the Register of the National Estate with two listed on the Commonwealth 

Heritage List. 

 

The Island is surrounded by a history of Shipwrecks with interpretative signage at points of 

interest on the coastline. Lighthouses at Currie and Point Wickham feature in the coastal 

heritage of the Island and the museum next to Currie Lighthouse provides substantial 

historical information and displays artifacts associated with the development of the Island. 
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There are two major dune systems on King Island (Old and New Dune Systems) with the 

New Dune System forming an almost continuous rim around the Island up to 4km wide 

along the west coast behind both rocky and sandy shorelines. The Old Dune System 

occurs sporadically around the Island reaching further inland than the New Dunes and 

some rise to a height of 80m. In some cases the dune system has affected the flow of 

rivers and resulted in the swamps and lagoons found in parts of the Island. The dunes 

support heath, scrub and woodland vegetation (Barnes et al, 2002). 

 

2.3.9 Recreation and Open Space 

Open space is primarily provided in coastal areas with some informal open space along 

the coastal creeks and rivers. Formalised recreational areas include the sports grounds at 

Currie and Grassy and the Golf and Bowling Club at Currie. The Coastal Areas provide for 

picturesque walking, fishing and surfing activities. 

 

King Island boasts many recreational clubs including three Australian Rules football clubs, 

a hockey association, sporting shooters and Axemen�s associations, a boat club, clay 

target and game bird associations, a garden club, a pony club, and also hosts a coast-to-

coast running race held yearly.  

 

Other open space features include wetlands and lagoon areas, the State Parks and 

Reserves and public open spaces including the Golf Course at Currie.  
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3. Vision and Objectives 

3.1 Setting the Vision 

The following vision for the King Island Strategy Plan was determined through community 

and stakeholder consultation and provides a basis for the Strategy plan development. 

 

�To provide the planning basis for the unique King Island lifestyle and a sustainable 

community which has: 

 

 A strong demographic profile 

 Continued employment growth 

 Effective communications and access 

 Sustainable approach to the environment� 

 

This vision embraces the themes of tourism and settlement growth, industrial and 

agricultural development and environmental sustainability as the major themes evident in 

this study.  

 

3.2 Objectives 

The objectives developed to support the vision for King Island are: 

 

 Sustainable Population Growth 

 Increased business mix and development in the following markets: 

o Tourism 

o Commercial 

o Industrial 

o Lifestyle / recreation 

 Infrastructure to support business and movement 

o Amenity 

o Safety 

o Comfort 

 Managing resources 

o Protect agricultural land 

o Protect water supply 

o Protect the coast 

 

These objectives are supported by the Sustainable Planning Principles which will guide 

the development of the Strategy Plan and the future development and management of 

land use on King Island. 
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4. Sustainable Planning Principles 

Natural resources are limited in their ability to accommodate development and change and 

as King Island seeks to diversify its land use base to promote growth its resources will be 

placed under increasing pressure. Therefore any development within the Island�s natural 

environments should occur in a balanced and sustainable manner adhering to the 

following principles. 

 

The Sustainable Planning Principles developed in this report are intended to be used as a 

guide in determining King Island�s future as a part of this project in formulating the 

components of sustainable growth, in assessing the special investigation areas and 

ultimately in recommending any changes to the urban growth boundary.  

 

They can have application beyond this project, and could also be used in future planning 

decisions affecting King Island. If this is the case, they should also be reviewed over time 

to ensure that they remain valid and reflect the aspirations of the King Island Community 

and the King Island Council.  

 

One of the most popular explanations of the concept of sustainable development is:  

 

 �Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs.' Brundtland Report, Our Common 

Future, 1987.  

 

The Sustainable Planning Principles address this concept with respect to social, economic 

and environmental values for King Island.  

 

4.1 Sustainable Planning Concepts  

The fundamental sustainable planning concepts identified for the King Island community 

are presented in the diagram below and form the basis for and the development of 

detailed principles presented later in this report. The concepts are to: 

 

 Manage growth � King Island�s future will rely on appropriate management of the 

type, scale and location of future growth to achieve an efficient urban form and 

development pattern for the Island. 

 Enhance Environmental Benefit � Managing the environmental consequences of new 

development both in terms of land use, resource allocation and consequential impacts 

will be important to the long term future of King Island. 

 Balance Service Provision � The provision of services is a long term expense and 

commitment for any community. Therefore, it will be important to achieve the best 

possible use and efficiency from existing and new services to achieve a sustainable 

long-term outcome. 

 Integrate Social Change � Balancing the requirements of population growth to the 

provision of services and the potential for additional growth will be important 

considerations in determining the future of the community 
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4.1.1 Manage Growth 

Principle 1 

Recognise and enhance the peaceful character of King Island while providing for 

sustainable development. 

 

Principle 2  

Provide for the location of new development in areas that enhance and broaden 

environmental, economic and social qualities. 

 

Principle 3 

Promote high quality urban design in settlements, enhancing entrances to the townships, 

links to natural features, water and hillside vistas and streetscapes. 

 

Principle 4  

Establish defined and sustainable boundaries to the development growth of the 

settlements based on infrastructure and geographic limits, and encourage sustainable 

land uses outside these growth areas that reinforce this boundary. 

 

Principle 5 

Protect and enhance quality agricultural land through retention of productive lot sizes and 

prevention of urban development encroachment. 

 

4.1.2 Balance Service Provision 

Principle 6 

Encourage development growth that maximises the efficiency of existing and future 

infrastructure and services and provides these services in a timely manner. 

 

Principle 7 

Enhance the central commercial precinct of Currie to provide a defined township centre 

that is linked to the Harbour. 

 

Principle 8 

ENHANCE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

BENEFIT 
  

INTEGRATE 
SOCIAL CHANGE 

 

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH MANAGE 
GROWTH 

BALANCE  
SERVICE 

PROVISION 
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Plan for high levels of connectivity through improved pedestrian, traffic and transport links 

and efficiency across the Island. In particular, develop strong and attractive links between 

Currie township centre and Currie Harbour. 

 

Principle 9 

Balance the intensity of development against the ecological carrying capacity of the land 

whilst protecting desirable existing ecological features. 

 

4.1.3 Enhance Environmental Benefit 

Principle 10 

Recognise and enhance the essential contribution of biodiversity, habitat protection and 

landscape character to the King Island environment in the planning, management and 

development of public and private land and maintain the natural cycles of water and 

nutrients in the landscape.  

 

Principle 11 

Encourage the most efficient use of resources in the location, design, staging, construction 

and operation of commercial, industrial, residential and tourism developments, including 

use of locally available building materials.  

 

Principle 12 

Encourage urban design and management practices that help the community conserve 

resources. Encourage reuse and recycling of consumable resources such as water, 

energy and waste. 

 

Principle 13 

Interweave wildlife habitat corridors with development to achieve environmental balance 

and maintain biodiversity. Conserve and expand natural habitat and preserve habitat 

connectivity where possible. 

 

Principle 14 

Create buildings and urban form that fit the landscape, respond to the climate and 

contribute to the aesthetic qualities of King Island. 

 

4.1.4 Integrate Social Change 

Principle 15 

Plan development of King Island to meet forecast demographic change. 

 

Principle 16 

Improve social connectivity and community potential through community building, 

enhanced accessibility, technology and infrastructure provision. 

 

Principle 17 

Create development as a community-driven process and ensure community involvement 

in public administration and management with consultation and active participation. 

 

Principle 18 

Recognise and enhance the value of previous worthwhile human endeavour and maintain 

cherished local monuments and landmarks that identify the spirit of place and create the 

special nature of King Island. 
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4.1.5 Recognising the Impacts of Climate Change 

Climate change is an issue affecting the nation with potentially significant impacts on 

coastal environments.  

 

Principle 18 

Recognise the potential effects of climate change on coastal environments including more 

storm surges associated with increasing volatile weather conditions in the future. 

 

Principle 19 

Recognise and respond to available climate change information when undertaking 

planning and development decisions. 

 

Principle 20 

Adopt a precautionary principle approach when planning for areas likely to be more 

vulnerable to climate change effects such as estuaries, sandy shorelines and other low 

lying sites. 

 

Principle 21 

Consider the risks related with climate change as part of the planning assessment 

process. 

 

4.1.6 Managing Salinity 

 

Principle 22 

Consider the implications of salinity issues when undertaking planning and development 

decisions. 

 

Principle 23 

Continue to promote community awareness of salinity issues and the methods to manage 

existing and potential salinity problems. 
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4.2 Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 

The above principles should be read in conjunction with the objectives set out in Schedule 

1 Parts 1 and 2 of the LUPAA 1993. These objectives address the requirements for 

sustainable development and relate specifically to the Resource Management and 

Planning System of Tasmania. They include: 

(a) to promote the sustainable development of natural and physical resources and the 

maintenance of ecological processes and genetic diversity; and  

(b) to provide for the fair, orderly and sustainable use and development of air, land and 

water; and  

(c) to encourage public involvement in resource management and planning; and  

(d) to facilitate economic development in accordance with the objectives set out in 

paragraphs (a), (b) and (c); and  

(e) to promote the sharing of responsibility for resource management and planning 

between the different spheres of Government, the community and industry in the State.  

2. In clause 1(a), "sustainable development" means managing the use, development and 

protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people 

and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural well-being and for their 

health and safety while �  

(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources to meet the reasonably 

foreseeable needs of future generations; and  

(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems; and  

(c) avoiding, remedying or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the environment.  

PART 2 - Objectives of the Planning Process Established by LUPAA 

The objectives of the planning process established by LUPAA are in support of the 

objectives set out in Part 1 of this Schedule �  

(a) to require sound strategic planning and co-ordinated action by State and local 

government; and  

(b) to establish a system of planning instruments to be the principal way of setting 

objectives, policies and controls for the use, development and protection of land; and  

(c) to ensure that the effects on the environment are considered and provide for explicit 

consideration of social and economic effects when decisions are made about the use and 

development of land; and  

(d) to require land use and development planning and policy to be easily integrated with 

environmental, social, economic, conservation and resource management policies at 

State, regional and municipal levels; and  

(e) to provide for the consolidation of approvals for land use or development and related 

matters, and to co-ordinate planning approvals with related approvals; and  
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(f) to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for 

all Tasmanians and visitors to Tasmania; and  

(g) to conserve those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, aesthetic, 

architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value; and  

(h) to protect public infrastructure and other assets and enable the orderly provision and 

co-ordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community; and  

(i) to provide a planning framework which fully considers land capability.  
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5. Components of the Strategy Plan 

The key components of the Strategy plan have emerged from community consultation 

sessions and observed trends and issues on the Island.  

 

The core areas that have been examined include: 

 

1. Coastal Development 

2. Townships 

3. Industry, Agriculture and Tourism 

4. Environment 

 

Each of these areas is examined in greater detail in the following sections. Within the 

Strategy Plan, the focus has been on identifying the key issues and context within which 

these issues rest and outlining the objectives and desired outcomes for these areas.  

 

Providing the necessary strategic justification for the directions and outcomes is important 

and will provide the path forward for Council to pursue land use changes through the Local 

and State Planning System.  

 

The individual strategies of each component of the Strategy Plan will need to be explored 

in greater detail through a variety of methods which include: 

 

- Preparation of Structure Plans � these plans will deliver the detail for each 

proposed land use change with the necessary justification to assist their 

implementation via the RPDC. 

- Detailed rezoning investigations including:  

 New Industrial Zones 

 New Coastal Living Zones 

 New Residential zones 

 New Rural Zones  

- Preparation of Urban Design Frameworks � these frameworks are used to outline 

the aesthetic improvements to public spaces. They can be supported by tourism and 

other economic drivers. 

 

Each of the components has been provided with a series of targeted strategies to assist 

the implementation of desired actions. Where appropriate, these are supported by 

nominations of key partners responsible for their implementation and a guide as to their 

level of priority. This will provide a driver for the commencement and ongoing development 

of each action and a basis from which to resource the implementation and where possible, 

pursue funding support. 
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6. Coastal Development 

The coast of King Island plays a significant role in the lifestyles and livelihoods of its 

residents and its visitors. 

 

Consultation and investigations in developing this Strategy have identified the mounting 

pressure to develop low density residential living opportunities along areas of the coast 

and accordingly, appropriate planning is required to determine the suitability of such areas 

for development. 

 

The Strategy Plan outlines areas of preferred residential development utilizing areas of 

low or no agricultural value along the coastline, in proximity to the urban services of 

Currie. Such areas will require further investigation to determine any areas of dune system 

that are prone to erosion as well as determining the holding capacity for on site septic 

systems. 

 

A priority with any coastal development is the retention of existing access to the coast and 

ensuring that any increased activity on/near the coast is undertaken without impact on 

coastal processes or landforms. Whilst private land owners are not obligated to maintain 

access the uniqueness of King Island�s current coastal access arrangements, including 

those for the kelping industry, requires ongoing recognition and providing such access is 

sustainable and is supported in this Strategy.  

 

6.1 Residential Development on the Coast 

6.1.1 Land Use Context 

Consultation undertaken during the development of this Strategy has identified an intense 

interest to rezone existing rural land to low density residential land, particularly along the 

west coast of the Island. Primary reasons for this include lifestyle choice, offering diversity 

in housing styles, the attraction of coastal living and the opportunity to better utilise land 

that is currently deemed unproductive rural land due to size, quality etc.  

 

Concerns with this form of development in this location include the prospect of speculative 

subdivision, development which is unsympathetic to the coastal environment through size, 

materials and finishes, ability of land to be serviced and the potential environmental 

impacts on coastal landforms and processes.  

 

In determining an appropriate area for this form of development, key considerations have 

included: 

 

 access to infrastructure including water, power, road access; 

 ability of land areas to be sewered through on site retention systems; 

 access to community and social services (town centres) so that development is not 

undertaken in isolation of existing activity; 

 ability of land to be developed without detriment to existing vegetation; 

 ability of land to be further subdivided from the current subdivision pattern; and  

 development of a series of design and siting guidelines to be incorporated into the 

Planning Scheme upon which all new development in the new zone is to be 

assessed. 
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6.1.2 Objectives 

Outlined below are the key objectives for new residential development adjacent the coast. 

 

 To promote a form of low density coastal living that offers housing diversity for King 

Island. 

 To ensure any new development responds to the core environmental attributes of the 

coast in a manner which avoids detrimental impact to coastal processes and 

landform. 

 To ensure any new development is undertaken in accordance with specific siting and 

design guidelines relevant to development in coastal areas. 

 To ensure any new development has good access to infrastructure including power, 

water and access. 

 To ensure new development is undertaken as an extension of existing urban areas so 

as to contribute to enhancing the services provided within these areas. 

 To ensure all new development offers a high quality of design, material and finishes. 

 To prevent overdevelopment and crowded location of residential development on the 

coast. 

 

6.1.3 Desired Outcomes  

An assessment of King Island�s coastal areas against the above objectives has resulted in 

the identification of one area along the west coast that best responds to the objectives and 

has potential for further detailed investigation in accommodating coastal (residential) 

development.  

 

The subject area (marked as Precinct �2� on the Strategy Plan) is located immediately 

north of Currie and extends northward to the locality of Loorana. The area is bound 

between the coast and North Road, approximately 9km in length, with varying widths, of 

0.5km and 2km, between the coast and North Road. This area on the Island�s west coast, 

whilst exposed to the prevailing westerly winds, comprises undulating coastal land and 

areas of less significant agricultural productivity than land to the east of North Road. It 

currently is used as rural land consistent with its zoning with only a small number of rural 

farmhouses and occasional non-agricultural residential development comprising the built 

form in the Precinct.  

 

It is proposed that some areas within this Precinct could be rezoned from Rural to a form 

of Coastal Living Zone with fundamental planning provisions including an average density 

of no less than 4ha and all development being subject to compliance with a set of 

performance based design and siting guidelines. An environmental assessment would 

also form part of any future development proposal.  

 

The proposed Coastal Development Precinct will be restricted to accommodation uses at 

low densities. Whilst it is foreseen that some forms of commercial activity can occur in the 

zone, opportunities would be limited and be subject to strict design and siting 

compliances.  

 

Although the Precinct is essentially a linear area between Currie and Loorana, the State 

Coastal Policy�s objective to prevent ribbon development will not be undermined as the 
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proposed density of permitted development will negate the potential for clustered 

development. 

 

6.1.4 Strategic Justification 

The proposed Precinct can be justified against the objectives outlined for this form of 

development (see 6.1.2) as follows. 

 

 The location of the Precinct best represents an extension to current urban settlement 

on the Island. 

 The Precinct will be supported by the introduction of performance based siting and 

design guidelines to ensure all new development meets the desired form of 

development for the area. 

 The Precinct has good access to existing infrastructure including power and water 

and road networks. 

 The Precinct is located within close proximity to existing employment bases in Currie 

and Loorana. 

 The Precinct has close proximity to community and social services and key 

infrastructure including the airport and Currie Harbour. 

 Development of this land will have a lesser impact on agricultural land values of King 

Island than would development of land east of North Road. 

 The topography of the area provides locations where housing development can be 

both sheltered and integrated within the landscape. 

 

Unlike many other regional areas, King Island does not have a supply and demand 

analysis for new development to justify the creation of new zones. As a region seeking to 

proactively sponsor growth, opportunities such as the Coastal Development Precinct are 

also seen as important �sweeteners� in promoting the Island to mainland residents. A 

primary objective is to promote opportunities for permanent residency to those interested 

in moving to the Island. Creating housing diversity in affordable, yet high quality coastal 

environments is seen as one way in which more people can be attracted to the Island with 

a view to permanent establishment. The key factor in this Strategy is however to ensure 

any new development areas are sustainable and not undertaken as speculative 

opportunities. 

 

6.2 Design and Siting Controls for the Coast 

In response to developing an area for new coastal development , the design and siting of 

development, particularly near the coastline is an important element in ensuring 

environmental and economic sustainability and the provision of a certain �lifestyle� and 

�look� along the coast. There is pressure to accommodate different uses, namely 

residential, commercial, industrial and recreational, in some environmentally and visually 

sensitive areas of King Island. There is also the potential for this pressure to result in the 

degradation of various parts of the Island and there is a need for appropriate design and 

siting guidelines for development to minimise impacts from development in these areas. 

 

The coastline of King Island contains long, empty beaches offshore reefs, rocky coasts, 

lighthouses and shipwrecks. Residents and visitors alike value the spectacular coastal 

scenery and spend time enjoying the landscape by driving, walking, fishing, sailing, 

surfing, riding and playing on its sandy beaches and cliff tops. Further the coast provides 

important economic value to the Island with the extensive kelp farming and aquaculture 
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industries. The coastline of King Island needs to be protected and enhanced through 

appropriate design and siting of development. 

 

Sandy shorelines often fluctuate and threaten to undermine any structures located on 

beaches, and many coastal areas are subject to long term erosion and recession of the 

shoreline. Many areas of the King Island coast are vulnerable to erosion from human 

impact. However, there has been interest in developing some areas of the dune system 

where the risk of erosion and environmental damage is minimal. Some dunal areas, such 

as the hind dunes (the series of dune ridges behind the foredune) are more tolerant to 

human impact than others but will still require strict management strategies. 

 

Accessibility to the coast 

An important aspect of the �King Island Way� is the agreed rights to access areas of the 

coastline via private land for tourism, fishing or kelp collection activities. While the Strategy 

Plan cannot effectively provide for such informal arrangements, it might be worth 

considering a form of legislation similar to that found in Scotland that provides access 

rights over open land (Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003, Part 1). 

 

6.2.1 Guiding Principles 

 Permanent structures should not be located on or adjacent to foredunes, unstable or 

mobile soils. 

 Ensure structures are sited and designed to fulfil their purpose with sustainable use of 

resources. 

 Structures should be sited and designed in response to prevailing natural conditions 

(wind, tidal conditions). 

 New development should respond to the site context and be of an appropriate scale 

and form which maintains and enhances the appearance of the coastal area. 

 Landscape design and development associated with new structures should maintain, 

enhance and integrate with the coastal landscape character of the area. 

 Development should be able to demonstrate a sustainable sewer, drainage, electricity 

and water service.  

 Where sewer is not available, lots should be of sufficient size to accommodate on site 

detention and disposal. 

 Structures should not impair existing views to the water or along the coast and should 

enrich views to and from the coast. 

 Views of attractive natural features (such as dunes, the surf, coastal bluffs, 

outcroppings and estuaries) from the nearest public thoroughfare should be 

protected. 

 All materials and finishes should be durable in the coastal environment. 
 Structures should be located so as to minimise construction of new access roads and 

to ensure that public access to and along the shoreline is not impeded. 

 Siting, design and construction of any structure should result in minimal change to the 

natural drainage patterns, soils and vegetation of the area.  
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6.2.2 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing / 

Priority 

CST1 Undertake detailed investigations for the creation of a 

Coastal Living Zone for coastal land on the west side of 

North road between Currie and Loorana (within the 

designated Coastal Development Precinct). 

 

High  

CST2 Development of Coastal Siting and Design Guidelines for 

residential development within any future Coastal Living 

Zone 

High 
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7. Townships and Settlements 

The main settlement of Currie provides the bulk of services for King Island�s residents, 

houses the majority of the population and provides a focal point for visitors to the Island. 

The community has reinforced Currie as the main hub for commercial and public services 

and residential development. 

 

The settlements of Grassy and Naracoopa house smaller populations and have the 

capacity to provide further residential and tourism development, with Grassy port area also 

suitable for further port and industrial development. Although in a singular land use zone 

the township of Grassy actually comprises a mix of activities that will increase status as 

the Island�s demographic position changes in response to new employment and 

expansion of its population base. The classification of this town remains a key issue for 

review. 

 

Providing for residential growth in the townships of the Island should ideally be developed 

in existing residential zones as compared to expanding town boundaries, with upgrading 

of older stock a priority, prior to new areas being released. The identification and 

relocation of poorly sited land uses through historical means is also a key issue and each 

town requires a response to the management of these uses. 

 

Consultation has also raised the issue of enhancing the aesthetic qualities of key towns on 

the Island. The appearances of Currie, Grassy and Naracoopa can be addressed through 

the promotion of objectives supporting urban design enhancements for these areas. The 

entrances to the towns of Currie and Grassy are reasonably defined but lack interest and 

existing ad hoc development serves to diffuse the definition of these entrances. In Currie, 

attention is required to address improvements to accessibility through these two towns 

including treatment of traffic management and on-street car-parking features, pedestrian 

movements and enhancing features such as the roundabout in the commercial centre. 

Both towns retain opportunities to improve the streetscape appearance through 

landscaping and signage. Similarly, Naracoopa�s �beachfront boulevard� also offers 

potential for upgrade in a manner which reflects its seaside nature.  

 

The adoption of responsible waste management practices is a key to the Island�s 

sustainability and the proposed upgrade of the Currie Waste Transfer station is a positive 

move in this area. However, environmental management can start with new development 

and the adoption of sustainable practices including rainwater tanks, water recycling and 

reuse and solar energy installation should be supported in the future planning of new 

development. 

 

In regards to vehicle movement, the accessibility of large vehicles through Currie from 

both north and east of the town remains a key concern and needs to be reviewed in the 

context of formalizing a heavy vehicle bypass around the key pedestrian areas. Grassy 

does not have this issue as the trucks bypass the town to the port and nor does 

Naracoopa however, as the focus on growth and development of these towns gains 

momentum it will be important to ensure there are minimal conflicts between vehicles 

(large and small) and pedestrians (local and tourists) within these areas. 
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7.1 Currie 

7.1.1 Land Use Context 

Residential growth is recommended in existing urban areas of Currie utilising existing 

infrastructure in proximity to community and commercial services. This includes areas 

outlined as part of the Currie Harbour Structure Plan. Substantial land exists within the 

Currie township for future residential development and to promote a mix of housing styles. 

As housing development on King Island is limited due to the current negative growth, it is 

currently questionable as to the extent of land required for new residential dwellings. Yet it 

remains that in order for King Island to provide for new residents, encourage investment 

and retain its employment base, that new housing opportunities, in prime locations need to 

be sourced and allocated for development.  

 

Currie comprises several areas where opportunities exist for land to be readily serviced 

and developed and which is close to employment and community facilities (schools). It is 

possible that this land, if released, would compete with any new coastal residential land 

however the fundamental differences in cost, land size, lifestyle choice and density will 

eliminate competition between these areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Arial view of Township of Currie 

 

The Commercial district of Currie provides the Island�s main source of convenience 

goods and services (food, take away, bank, post office) as well as some more specialized 
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activities including accounting, real estate, hardware, tourist offices and a stock and 

station agent. It also comprises a mix of community services including a library and CWA. 

With the exception of the hotel, the commercial centre is generally low scale and this is 

enhanced by its wide streetscape. Commercial redevelopment opportunities exist within 

the block bounded by Main Street, Edward Street, Meech and George Street as there are 

numerous buildings that are aging and tired. Any form of infill development within this area 

will provide a lift to the town centre and should be encouraged along with formalisation of 

carparking. Opportunities to enhance development of the west side of Main Street also 

exist, with the added potential to link such development into the open space areas 

adjacent and ultimately the Currie Harbour area. 

 

A key opportunity for Currie is the redevelopment of the Currie Harbour. Commercial 

redevelopment at the waterfront will provide an immediate attraction to tourists with 

potential for spin offs into the town centre and local industry. Combined with a high quality 

tourist accommodation precinct this type of development will add substantial value to 

Currie and support its status and exposure to mainland tourism interests.  

 

The installation of streetscape enhancements through themed signage, landscaping, 

lighting and furniture along Main Street can be extended through to the Currie Harbour. 

This key destination and activity point will provide a strong opportunity for Island visitors to 

engage with the waterfront area whereupon commercial activities, historical points of 

interest and recreational opportunities catering to the tourism market will be located.  

 

Industrial and associated service businesses are recommended to continue to be located 

in Currie as these activities provide an important employment base for the Island. 

However the continued occupation of industrial sites currently located adjacent residential 

or other sensitive activities is strongly discouraged.  

 

There are economic and social benefits that can be realised by creating opportunity for a 

Light Industrial Zone that provides for the agglomeration of light industrial uses into the 

one area. Whilst the current Industrial Zone is poorly utilised due to locational, 

environmental and servicing issues, the opportunity to create a new dedicated industrial 

zone with strong road access, proximity to services and minimal environmental concerns 

exist on the fringe of Currie along the Grassy Road near the abattoirs and Huxley Hill 

Windfarm. An attenuation zone exists around this windfarm which prohibits/restricts any 

residential development and although rural activities can continue, there are additional 

industrial activities already established in this area which provide a basis to support further 

development. Whilst further detailed investigations are required for this land, including a 

review of previous RPDC decisions, the justification for this new Light Industrial Zone will 

essentially require a back-zoning of existing industrial land which has not been taken up 

by existing activities. 

 

Landscape and Urban Design improvements are recommended for central Currie, 

including streetscape treatments, open space and walking track upgrades and a general 

clean up of vegetated areas to remove weeds and rubbish. The continuity of these 

treatments to the Currie Harbour are paramount to raising the profile of both the township 

and the harbour. In addition, the development of a notable gateway entrance to Currie, 

particularly when entering from the airport will also add significantly to its activity centre 

role and profile on the Island. A secondary gateway from Grassy (east) should also be 

considered. 
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Improved Design and Siting standards of commercial development within the 

commercial centre will enhance the character of the township. In addition to the 

streetscape appearance improvements mentioned earlier, key siting and design factors 

such as building setbacks, parking standards, height controls and the consistent use of 

material and colours will reinforce the identify of Currie�s commercial district particular to 

visitors and will provide the commercial district with a strong sense of a place which is 

currently lacking due to the ad hoc siting and development that has occurred in the past. 

 

Infrastructure to support township services and any future improvements will require 

review. This will apply to the existing roads, drainage, sewage, power and 

communications services. Dramatic changes may include under grounding power through 

Main Street and the construction of a heavy vehicle bypass route along the current 

unmade reservation between Fraser Road and Grassy Road. Notably these are expensive 

improvements and could only be justified on increased movements and strong population 

and employment growth however, they are should not be discounted when planning for 

the long term enhancement of the town. 

 

As outlined in the Currie Harbour Structure Plan, an improved connection between the 

township of Currie and the Harbour is recommended. Similarly, infrastructure 

improvements to the Harbour will be required to improve the amenity of the Harbour and 

its surroundings. 

 

There is plentiful Open Space in and around Currie although much of it, with the 

exception of the main oval and War Memorial Park, is poorly defined or utilised. Areas 

such as Bicentennial Park, the crown land on the western edge of town between Main 

Street and the Currie Harbour, the Camp Creek reservation and the publicly accessible 

coastal land to the west and south of the Harbour have potential for improvements. These 

improvements may include improved access including linkages between open space 

areas, spatial definition and activity enhancements including playgrounds and 

interpretative opportunities. 

 

7.1.2 Objectives 

 To provide land to accommodate housing for short term and itinerant workers. 

 To provide diversity of housing for changing lifestyle needs, retirees and new families. 

 To ensure high quality design, materials and finishes for new residential and 

commercial development. 

 To encourage the relocation of inappropriately located industrial activities from 

residential area. 

 To investigate and promote the development of a new Industrial area (with high 

quality design standards) to a location where access, siting, services and 

environmental issues can be adequately managed. 

 To provide for a mix of commercial land uses in the township. 

 To improve the streetscape of central Currie through landscaping, themed signage 

and lighting and designation of a major gateway entry from the north and secondary 

gateway entry from the east. 

 To provide for strong linkages between the township and Currie Harbour tourism and 

waterfront Precinct. 

 To improve access to and appearance of open space areas. 
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7.1.3 Desired Outcome  

The intended outcome within the King Island Strategy for Currie is to reinforce its role as 

the primary town on the King Island. This will occur through the managed growth, siting 

and development of residential, commercial (includes tourism) and light industrial activities 

and enhancement of its urban and open space environments. 

 

Key land use zoning outcomes will include: 

 Identification of a new Light Industrial Zone near Currie. 

 Back-zoning of existing Industrial zoned land south of Currie. 

 Identification of potential areas for designation of new residential zoned land of 

varying densities in Currie. 

 

Completion of an Urban Design Framework for Currie will provide direction for Council 

within its capital works program to undertake streetscape improvement works enhancing 

the appearance of the town centre and open space areas. 

 

7.1.4 Strategic Justification 

The proposed changes to land use zonings can be justified as follows. 

 

Industry 

 Justification of a new Industrial Zone rests primarily on the basis of the amenity 

considerations and requirement for an orderly and proper planned Industry Zone for 

the Island. 

 Industrial land is required to provide a location for industrial activities where adverse 

effects can be adequately controlled and/or managed.  

 To facilitate the new zone, much of the existing Industrial zoned to the south of Currie 

would be back-zoned to Rural Zone. In this zone the kelping Industry (defined as 

Rural Industry) would have existing use rights as a �Permitted� Use and the Quarrying 

activities (Extractive Industry) would retain existing use rights as �Discretionary� uses. 

 Relocation of existing industrial activities will be promoted through the adoption of a 

new zone which provides benefits to industrial activities including: 

o economies of scale in locating like uses together 

o opportunities to improve operations without being constrained/undermined 

by adjacent sensitive uses 

o rural neighbours will be less sensitive to emissions from industry (note 

compliance with EPA Policy still required) 

o access to any new zone would be via a main road instead of residential 

streets thereby removing difficulties and impacts associated with 

maneuvering trucks through residential streets 

o a new industrial zone would be provided with improved access to services 

including power and water 

o the new Industrial Zone would be designed not to compete with the 

enhanced Port (Industry) Zone at Grassy Port. 

 

Residential 

 Allocating additional residential land in Currie provides for the diversification of 

housing types and lifestyle demands of King Island locals and provides an attraction 

for employees/visitors to the Island interested in relocating their families. 

 This Strategy proposes the identification of an area of land on the east side of Currie 

for future residential development. At this point no specific area or density is 
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nominated however key considerations should be the developability of the land, 

opportunity for infilling between existing residential uses and accessibility.  

 Future residential development in this area provides a contiguous relationship to the 

current pattern of settlement for Currie. The area retains close proximity to community 

services and the commercial centre. Depth of land on both sides of Edwards St 

(Grassy Road) will prevent any major extension to the town boundaries or ribbon 

development along the main road. 

 The area has good access to existing infrastructure including power and water and 

road networks 

 The area is located within close proximity to existing employment bases in Currie. 

 The area has close proximity to community and social services and key infrastructure 

including the airport and Currie Harbour. 

 The topography of the area provides locations where housing development can 

capture coastal and rural views or be sheltered and integrated within the surrounding 

landscape. 

 

Similar to the justification for Coastal land development, King Island does not have a 

supply and demand analysis for new residential development to support justification of 

new zones. As a region seeking to proactively sponsor growth, new residential 

opportunities with close proximity to services will assist in promoting the Island to 

mainland residents. A primary objective is to promote opportunities for permanent 

residency to those interested in moving to the Island. Creating housing diversity in 

affordable urban environments is seen as one way in which more people can be attracted 

to the Island with a view to permanent establishment. Again, a key factor in this Strategy is 

however to ensure any new development areas are sustainable and not undertaken as 

speculative opportunities. 

 

Urban Design Framework 

Urban Design Frameworks are developed around the concept of providing pride in public 

places through beautification and improved functionality. They provide the necessary 

mechanism to deliver enhanced urban environments via an integrated process of concept 

design and community/stakeholder consultation.  

 

The UDF process provides Currie with the opportunity to lift its physical appearance and 

image as KI�s principal activity centre to both the local community and to visitors to the 

Island. These works will help create an image and profile of Currie that will engender 

confidence in the town and invite ongoing interest from visitors. 
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7.1.5 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing / 

Priority 

CUR1 Investigate potential for Closed Residential Zone extension 

to the Currie Township  

High 

CUR2 Investigate potential for a Proposed Industry Zone near 

corner of Grassy Road and South Road and develop 

Structure Plan for area. 

High 

CUR3 Subject to implementation of CUR2, backzone existing 

Industrial Zone in Currie to Rural Zone 

Low 

CUR4 Prepare Urban Design Frameworks for Currie commercial 

centre emphasising: 

 landscaping 

 signage 

 lighting 

 linkages to Currie Harbour 

 gateway treatments 

 open space enhancements  

Med 

CUR 5  Review existing commercial land holdings in Currie 

and identify opportunities for provision of new 

commercial land within the Currie Township 

High 

 

7.2 Grassy 

7.2.1 Land Use Context 

As the �second� town on the Island, Grassy has undergone substantial change since its 

peak population in the late 1950� as the mining industry has come and gone from the area 

and now threatens to re-emerge.  

 

Despite the prolonged absence of the mine, Grassy township has been able to sustain 

itself primarily through it�s relationship with the Grassy Port which processes the Island�s 

import and export movements. The Grassy Port remains a key to the ongoing growth and 

development of the Islands employment base and economy and is currently being 

considered for expansion of its boundaries to support a greater diversity of port related 

industry and distribution activities. 

 

Within the King Island Planning Scheme, Grassy is covered by a single zone � the 

�Grassy Redevelopment Zone� with objectives supporting its role in residential 

development and niche tourism activities, including educational tourism. The latter reflects 

the Ballarat High School campus commitment to Grassy whereby the school provides a 

term long home to its students who become based at the Island as part of their studies.  

 

Grassy�s location atop the plateau, 90 metres above the port, provides the township with 

exceptional views over Bass Strait and the port below. There are numerous prime 

development opportunities within the town offering the potential for quality housing for 

employees of the port or mine (when it reopens). Additionally the town comprises a 

number of commercial activities with the potential for these to also be extended as the 

towns rebirth continues on the back of employment opportunities. 
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A key issue for Grassy will be the protection of the amenity of its inhabitants from the 

nearby industry processes. Significant issues will be the management of noise and dust 

emissions from the reopened mine and noise from large vehicles at the port. A sensitive 

environmental balance is also required at the interface of the port and the adjacent coastal 

land. 

 

In the context of this Strategy there are several key directions for Grassy which include: 

 

Industrial role of the Grassy Port to be intensified through an expansion of the 

dedicated Port Zone (as outlined in the Grassy Port Strategic Vision Plan). 

 

Residential development is recommended at infill sites within the township of Grassy. 

Existing underutilised residential stock should be upgraded within the town including 

opportunities for tourism accommodation. 

 

Landscape, Urban Design and Gateway treatments are recommended for Grassy and 

the port area, including streetscape treatments, open space and walking track upgrades 

and a general clean up of vegetated areas to remove weeds and rubbish. 

 

Improved Design and Siting within the urban areas of the Island will enhance the 

character of the townships and help reduce the impact of development on the 

environment. 

 

Environmental controls will be required over the port and mine which protect the 

amenity of the town and the environmental qualities of the adjacent coastal areas. 

 

The capacity of Infrastructure requirements for Grassy will need to be reviewed against 

proposed changes to the port and increased residential development. 

 

7.2.2 Objectives 

 Protect the mix of land uses in the Grassy area by classifying land uses as planning 

zones. 

 Promote opportunities for the redevelopment of vacant residential land to house 

transient and permanent employees from nearby industry. 

 Provide diversity of housing for changing lifestyle needs, retirees and new families. 

 Ensure high quality design, material and finishes for new residential development. 

 Encourage the protection of residential amenity form industrial activities in nearby 

areas. 

 Support the sustainable expansion of the Grassy Port in balance with environmental 

management of adjacent coastal systems. 

 Identify potential to expand opportunity for commercial land uses in the township. 

 Designate a major gateway entry from the north and secondary gateway entry from 

the east. 

 Improve the streetscape of Grassy through landscaping, themed signage, and lighting 

and gateway treatments. 

 Provide for strong open space linkages between the township and the coast (port). 

 Improve access to and appearance of open space areas. 
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7.2.3 Desired Outcomes  

The primary outcome for Grassy is its recognition as a traditional town with emerging 

opportunities to capitalise on the expansion of new industry through the reopening of the 

Scheelite mine and the extension of the Grassy Port. This recognition will be supported by 

a significant zoning change to the overall town to include commercial, residential, open 

space and industry zones. Detailed investigations at a later stage may reveal potential for 

specific land use categories including tourism educations to reflect the benefit this use 

brings to the town. 

 

Other key outcomes will include: 

 Expansion of the Port (Industry) Zone  

 Completion of a Urban Design Framework for Grassy  

 Upgrades of housing stocks 

 Expansion of commercial activities 

 

7.2.4 Strategic Justification 

The proposed changes to land use zonings can be justified as follows. 

 

Grassy Redevelopment Zone to multiple land use zones 

 Applying multiple zones over the town boundaries of Grassy (including the port area) 

will provide recognition of the town�s diversity of land uses. 

 Multiple zones will provide certainty for the establishment of new activities should the 

town be able to grow on the back of Industrial opportunities.  

 The application of multiple zones allows land use and development proposals within 

Grassy to be considered in the same context as uses within other zones across the 

Island. 

 

Expansion of the Port (Industry) Zone 

 For the purposes of this Strategy any expansion of this zone would be deemed to be 

consistent with the proposal outlined by the King Island Ports Corporation (KIPC) 

subject to any variations requested by the Council and RPDC. 

 It is understood significant economic benefits will be realized by expanding the ports 

capacity for operations at this site.  

 Social benefits including employment will also be realised and have the potential to 

positively impact on the township of Grassy. 

 Agency agreement to KIPC�s environmental management plan for expansion of the 

port and the general approach of the port to environmental management through an 

appropriate development overlay will provide additional justification that the port can 

be expanded.  

 The Port (Industry) Zone should not compete with the smaller, localised light industrial 

activities in and around Currie. Within the Port (Industry) Zone, �Light Industry� is a 

�discretionary� use subjecting these activities to a more detailed assessment within 

the Port (Industry) Zone.  

 

Urban Design Framework 

At this stage Grassy does not require a full scale UDF, however it is timely that key 

features within the town should be highlighted through upgrading signage, with viewing 

and gateway treatments reviewed for their functionality and benefit to tourists. It is 

recommended that a review be undertaken of Grassy�s image in 5 years time to determine 

whether a more detailed UDF is required. 
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Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing / 

Priority 

GSY1 Apply a multiple zone approach over Grassy township High 

GSY2 Create a Port (Industry) Zone at Grassy Port with a preference 

for uses aligned with mining operations and port activities 

such as freight handling, shipping, storage and distribution 

uses 

High 

GSY3 Prepare Urban Design Framework for Grassy to include: 

 signage 

 gateway treatments 

 formalisation of viewpoints from town 

 identification of open space linkages to Port 

High 

 

7.3 Naracoopa 

7.3.1 Land Use Context 

Naracoopa, a small coastal settlement catering to low key tourism and a small permanent 

residential population, comprises a 1km linear strip of low scale residential development 

stretching along the east coast of the Island. The settlement encroaches into the adjacent 

rural areas with a mix of low density allotments and also comprises a small area zoned for 

Village, a Port Zone and a Tourism Facilities zone. 

 

Naracoopa�s primary attraction is its location on the more sheltered east coast of the 

Island where its sandy beach, high amenity and low density residential living provides a 

coastal lifestyle very similar to many popular rural tourist towns on the mainland coastline.  

 

Categorised as a settlement and not a township, Naracoopa�s strategic direction within the 

Island�s context is to continue to provide for low key residential and tourism activity in 

addition to providing an alternative development and lifestyle opportunity for both existing 

residents and newcomers to the Island.  

 

Commercial uses. Naracoopa is serviced from Currie or Grassy due to an absence of 

commercial facilities. Whilst there is a small area of land zoned for commercial uses the 

likely expansion of commercial facilities is limited in Naracoopa with any unexpected 

expansion having the potential to be accommodated in the adjacent Village Zone. 

 

Residential and tourism uses. The long term strategic plan is for Naracoopa to provide 

sustainable residential and tourism development responding to the high quality aesthetic 

surroundings of the coastline coupled with the potential upgrade of the foreshore. Both 

forms of development have the potential to exist within the current low density residential 

zonings subject to their capacity to meet on site servicing requirements. 

 

Industry. There are no industrial activities located within the settlement. However, a 

mineral sands mine (zircon and rutile) also exists to the north of Naracoopa which despite 

lying dormant for 20 years is being recommenced with the plans for this mine requiring it 

to be almost completely rebuilt. This will facilitate local jobs and potential requirements for 

short to long term stays in Naracoopa and bring with it the potential for convenience retail 
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facilities. A key consideration for the operation of the mine will be the protection of the 

environmental qualities of the area from any adverse mining operations. 

 

Landscape and Urban Design improvements are recommended for Naracoopa, 

including foreshore interface treatments, walking track upgrades and a general clean up of 

vegetated areas to remove weeds and rubbish. Equally, new development opposite the 

foreshore should be of a high quality in materials and finishes and contribute to the coastal 

setting of the Naracoopa. The former port land at the end of the Jetty provides strong 

potential for upgrade including open space and possible commercial tourism opportunities. 

The Jetty itself is off limits to pedestrian access and remains in place despite an appeal 

decision in 2002 allowing its demolition.1 

 

7.3.2 Objectives 

 Promote Naracoopa for low density residential and coastal tourism purposes. 

 Ensure high quality design, material and finishes for new development along 

foreshore. 

 Support low level commercial activity with a focus on convenience uses and dining. 

 Improve access to and appearance of foreshore area. 

 Ensure provision of infrastructure to foreshore area. 

 Support recommencement of mineral sands mine subject to environmental 

compliance. 

 

7.3.3 Desired Outcomes  

The ideal outcome for Naracoopa is to extend its classification from a Settlement to a 

small coastal town supporting tourism activities and local residential uses. This will bring 

economic and social advantages to the town and be supported by a more attractive 

physical setting. 

 

Naracoopa is already achieving the tourism focus that has set the foundation for continued 

growth in this area. Its residential stock and zoned land supply provides opportunity for 

ongoing redevelopment for both residential and tourism markets. There is however 

opportunity within Naracoopa to redefine and significantly enhance the foreshore 

environment from south of the jetty to the northern end of the settlement (Fraser Road). 

This urban design focus will raise the profile of Naracoopa further as an attractive coastal 

setting and provides the catalyst for further growth through increased visitation in the short 

to medium term future (3-10 years). 

 

Other key outcomes will include: 

 retention of the existing zoning classification over the settlement pattern 

 review of the existing Port Zone  

 completion of an Urban Design Framework for the Naracoopa Foreshore environment  

 

                                                           
1 Department of Primary Industries Water and Environment v King Island Council [2002] TASRMPAT 28 (19 February 

2002)  

File No. 252/01P, J 28/2002 Demolition of Naracoopa Jetty - Consent Decision 
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7.3.4 Strategic Justification 

The strategic justification for Naracoopa�s preferred outcomes lies within its potential as 

King Island�s premier east coast tourism location. This outcome will deliver a strong 

economic asset for King Island as a place in which visitors will stay and potentially use as 

a base for their movements around the Island. This role will support opportunities for 

increased employment and enhancements of open space and recreational facilities. 

 

In order to support its tourism base, Naracoopa will demand a small mix of commercial 

activities catering for convenience and dining needs. These uses can be currently 

supported within existing zones although any growth pressures may require an extension 

of the commercial zone.  

 

Urban Design Framework 

The foreshore of Naracoopa presents an attractive natural asset and draw card to the 

area. However, once in Naracoopa, there are currently limited opportunities to fully 

appreciate this area. Formalising car parking along the coast road, provision of themed 

coastal walks and a sheltered area with a playground are opportunities that can be 

included in any urban design treatments to encourage longer stays in the area. Increasing 

the attractiveness of this area will encourage repeat visitation leading to increased 

demand for overnight accommodation.  

 

7.3.5 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing 

/ Priority 

NCP1 Review Residential Low Density (Naracoopa) zone 

objectives to reflect value of tourism to the area. 

Low 

NCP2 Review capacity of infrastructure in Naracoopa to 

accommodate additional tourism accommodation. 

Med 

NCP3 Prepare Urban Design Framework (restricted to foreshore 

area) to include: 

 signage 

 gateway treatments 

 formalisation of foreshore parking and access 

 open space and recreational facilities 

Low 
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8. Industry, Agriculture and Tourism 

A critical component to the future viability of King Island is the continued operation of 

existing businesses and the attraction of new ones to support the employment needs of an 

increased King Island population. The industrial, agricultural and tourism sectors represent 

the primary economic functions of King Island, providing the bulk of local employment 

opportunities and a source for interstate and international investment.  

 

Providing appropriate locations and infrastructure services for these sectors is an 

important consideration of this Strategy plan. Protecting the land upon which they are 

located and facilitating opportunities to expand the capacity for growth has been identified 

as a key objective of the Strategy. 

 

Opportunities to enhance and expand Industrial activities have been identified around both 

Currie and Grassy with other interests near Naracoopa and the continuation of existing 

industries such as the King Island Dairy at Loorana playing pivotal roles in the Islands 

future development. Whilst these industries represent site/location specific opportunities, it 

is the broader approach to Industrial planning that includes protection of Industry and the 

orderly and proper planning of existing and proposed industries that requires specific 

attention.  

 

Within the agricultural sector it is acknowledged that in the first instance agricultural land 

must be protected and secondly that there are opportunities for smaller more intensive 

agricultural pursuits such as horticulture to have a place on the Island. The sufficient 

supply of agricultural land will enable these more intensive uses to develop as demand 

dictates from its operators and there are opportunities within the existing fragmentation of 

land parcels to create dedicated land holdings for this purpose. Flexibility through the 

advent of a Rural Living zone will enhance the flexibility on the Island to accommodate 

these uses. Access to water supply and power will also be key determinants for this form 

of agricultural activity to be able to progress. 

 

The tourism industry plays a significant role in the promotion of King Island and this has 

been assisted through the �gourmet� branding of the King Island beef, dairy and marine 

produce. However, on the back of the success of the food industry, King Island offers a 

tourism market that presents significant opportunity via the natural beauty of the Island�s 

coastal assets and its variety of recreational pursuits. The lure of the coast and the 

demand that has been shown for coastal tourist developments on the mainland has the 

potential to extend to various parts of King Island primarily under the banner of eco-

tourism and recreational tourism. 

 

The linkages that these three sectors have with the King Island Strategy plan are explored 

in greater detail below. 

 

8.1 Industry 

8.1.1 Land Use Context 

King Island has the potential and opportunity to expand industrial business opportunities, 

particularly where they support existing businesses. For King Island to actively promote 

and progress its industrial development, a dedicated industrial estate is required away 

from sensitive activities such as residential areas, schools and town water supplies. 
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Additionally, the intensification / expansion of existing Industrial areas such as the port at 

Grassy provide opportunity to diversify industrial activities capitalising on proximity to trade 

routes and the availability of natural resources.  

 

New industrial development should be located in areas with existing infrastructure 

servicing, with separation from sensitive uses, where existing industry is located, and 

appropriate topography is available. In the absence of any services, new industrial areas 

should only be promoted where services can be feasibly provided, or where stand alone 

infrastructure (e.g. package treatment plant) can be provided without detriment to the 

surrounding environment. 

 

Critical to the successful implementation of Industry on King Island will therefore be the 

need to mange the amenity issues that come with it and ensuring appropriate 

environmental objectives can be met. Of equal significance is to ensure that residential 

and other non-industrial activities do not encroach upon defined industrial areas. 

 

Fishing Operations, and the freedom currently afforded to them, are an important aspect 

of King Island�s harbours and ports. A lack of restriction on the time, noise and odour of 

operations is a positive attraction to local operators who are concerned that development 

at the harbour or ports may impinge on this freedom. The Kelp Industry has had a 

dramatic impact in a positive way on access to the coast through the development of 

regularly trafficked routes taken to key kelp extraction areas. This has had the indirect 

impact of making coastal access easier for tourists and local residents and providing that 

vehicles remain on these tracks, management of the coastal areas should not become a 

major issue.  

 

8.1.2 Objectives 

 To provide for new industrial development in serviced areas away from sensitive 

uses. 

 To ensure adequate separation of industrial (including marine industry) and non-

industrial activities to minimise conflict between uses. 

 To ensure new industry regulates pollution and waste management. 

 To promote continued fishing operations at ports and controlled access to coastal 

areas. 

 To ensure new industrial development is of a high quality design and adopts 

sustainable development principles. 

 To remove existing industrial development from inappropriate locations in residential 

areas.  

 

8.1.3 Desired outcomes 

The new industrial zone near Currie (exact location to be determined) and the enhanced 

Port (Industry) Zone at Grassy will provide the primary impetus for Industrial development 

and growth on the Island for the immediate to long term future. These areas will be 

supported by the continuation of key Industry activities at the King Island Dairy at Loorana, 

the King Island Kelp Industries at Currie and the recommencement of the mining 

operations including mineral sands mine at Naracoopa and the scheelite mine at Grassy. 

The Grassy Port, the King Island Abattoirs and the Huxley Hill Windfarm provide base 

industrial activities at each of the proposed areas from which to build new and improved 

industrial estates. 
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With regards to outcomes, the sustainability of all of the above industries is a key to the 

ongoing success of Industry on King Island. Other key outcomes will be to ensure the 

environments within which they exist remain of high quality including their amenity impacts 

and their environmental practices. Of equal importance is the need to protect industry from 

encroaching activities of a non-industrial nature. 

 

The final key outcome will be the gradual extraction of existing Industrial type uses from 

urban areas around Currie where they have developed (small and large) over time through 

historical means. The key outcome will be to source a new estate that attracts these 

industries to it on the basis of it being a high quality, serviced estate offering monetary, 

economic and social benefits.  

 

8.1.4 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing 

/ Priority 

IND1 Develop an Industrial Development Standard (over and above 

existing standards in the KI Planning Scheme) that applies to 

new industrial development on King Island. 

Low 

IND2 Undertake an audit of Industrial (or other potentially polluting) 

activities in residential areas in Currie, Grassy and Naracoopa 

and review potential for the relocation of these activities to a 

new dedicated industrial estate. 

Low 

 

8.2 Agriculture 

8.2.1 Land Use Context 

Agricultural activities remain the dominant land use on King Island having been the 

incubator of the �King Island Brand� particularly in dairy and beef. Whilst land holdings 

have become larger as farms have been bought up by interstate and international 

interests, a strong message from the community has been to ensure diversification within 

rural industry remains a key opportunity. The capacity to provide smaller lots 

accommodating boutique agricultural outputs such as berry farming have been proposed 

as having value adding potential to the larger, traditional rural industries. 

 

The demand for smaller lots does not necessarily bring with it increased residential 

densities as the population is well aware of the need to protect its agricultural land from 

inappropriate development and the adverse amenity effects that come with increased 

densities. There is a clear direction to maintain and enhance the �King Island Brand� image 

of a clean, healthy environment for quality produce production. Notwithstanding, there is 

considered to be opportunities on the Island to promote a diversity of residential living in 

rural areas where such land is close to main roads, infrastructure services and community 

services i.e where this type of use can add value to the established towns and at the same 

time serve a smaller rural purpose. 

 

Therefore, whilst it is considered that the existing rural zones can accommodate these 

smaller boutique uses without the need for further fragmentation of rural land, newly 

created lots which allow for both residential and rural practices can be considered subject 

to strict compliance with regard to siting, servicing and environmental management 

requirements. 
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Clearing Moratorium 

The Forest Practices Board has established a moratorium on land clearing with 

exemptions only available for small scale clearing on non-vulnerable land unless for a 

public safety or service requirement. This moratorium is effectively in place in order to 

assess the remaining forested land on the Island and determine their conservation value. 

While such a moratorium is in place, it is unlikely that any new agricultural land will be 

established. 

 

Retaining accessibility across the Island will require retention and upgrade of existing 

roads which pass through agricultural areas coupled with the encouragement of sound 

environmental practices to minimise land degradation. 

 

8.2.2 Objectives 

 To protect agricultural land from inappropriate development and pollution. 

 To ensure agricultural land on King Island requires ongoing protection to maintain its 

significant role in promoting the �KI� brand and industrial (food processing) activity. 

 To increase the diversification of agricultural uses including small lot horticultural 

activities in close proximity to infrastructure services. 

 To provide the opportunity for reduced land holdings in serviced areas of the Island to 

accommodate small lot rural activities in conjunction with residential development. 

 To balance the provision of agricultural activities in sensitive natural environments 

ensuring the conservation and protection of environmental and landscape values. 

 To improve environmental management of rural properties in coastal areas. 

 To explore and promote opportunities for uses other than agriculture where land is of 

low agricultural productivity. 

 

8.2.3 Desired outcomes 

Primarily, the key outcomes for agricultural land are to maintain and protect the status quo 

of the highly productive rural zones which dominate the land use over the Island. 

However, the Strategy has had the opportunity to identify specific areas on the Island 

where rural uses conflict and compete with non-rural land use areas and it is in these 

areas such as along the coast that potential exists to create a more diverse range of rural 

zones which better reflect the lay of the land and its potential use value.  

 

Additionally, a key outcome is to provide a further diversification of residential lifestyle 

opportunities for the Island via a rezoning of a small inland area of existing rural land to a 

form of rural living. The key objective being to create smaller lots which can comfortably 

house a dwelling and a small yet intensive rural activity. 

 

8.2.4 Strategic Justification 

This section provides the basis for considering new rural zones for King Island including: 

 Environmental Rural Zone. 

 Rural Conservation Zone. 

 Rural Living Zone.  
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Environmental Rural Zone 

Purpose- This zone is provided over under-productive rural land in coastal areas and 

seeks to encourage smaller subdivisions to a 20ha minimum (1 dwelling only) subject to 

compliance with access to infrastructure and design and siting standards. The lower value 

of the rural land is overcome by the higher value of coastal land but with minimal 

opportunity to increase subdivision and therefore densities.  

 

Despite the name change from traditional �rural�, the zone will continue to provide for rural 

activity where it is considered sustainable. A key objective of the zone is to enforce 

recognition and protection of the natural assets of the coast whilst allowing for low density 

coastal rural lifestyle opportunities.  

 

The zone would also provide for eco-tourism development along the coast which would be 

bound by similar design and siting standards to residential coastal development. 

 

Rural Conservation Zone  

Purpose- This zone will seek to balance retention of agricultural and aquaculture activities 

with the conservation and protection of sensitive rural and coastal landscapes and 

environments. 

 

There is no proposed change to the 50ha minimum subdivision or density requirement.  

 

The key to this zone would be greater control over agricultural activities with specific 

regard to managing impacts from agricultural uses on nearby areas of environmental 

sensitivity. 

 

Essentially, this zone seeks to protect the natural values of King Island whilst retaining 

opportunity for agricultural uses. Existing agricultural uses would not change however, any 

intensification/expansion of such uses would require additional consent (more applicable 

to cropping than grazing). 

 

Rural Living Zone  

Purpose � this zone will support smaller rural lots (min 4ha) capable of accommodating 

residential development and intensive agricultural activities such as horticulture and value 

adding crops. 

 

As discussed above this zone provides opportunity for increased residential diversity 

which is supported by small rural activities and access to all physical and 

social/community services. 

 

The zone is intended to contribute to both the rural and urban economies on the Island 

through the use and the proximity to services. Minimal application of this zone (in this case 

near Pegarah) will ensure that there is no significant loss of large rural land holdings. 
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8.2.5 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing 

/ Priority 

AG1 Protect and maintain high value agricultural areas across King 

Island. 

Ongoing 

AG2 Undertake investigations for the creation of a Rural Living 

Zone.  

High 

AG3 Undertake detailed investigations for the creation of an 

Environmental Rural Zone in each of the three nominated 

precincts being: 

- North of Porky�s Creek through to Cape Wickham 

- Adjacent to and south of British Admiral Beach to 

Cataraqui Point 

- North of Naracoopa (Frasers Road to Cowper Point)  

Low 

AG4 Undertake investigations for the creation of a Rural 

Conservation Zone (south of the line extending from 

Pearshape to the east coast near Red Hut Point).  

Low 

 

8.3 Tourism 

8.3.1 Context 

Tourism Growth in King Island will require investment in accommodation and development 

of activities and attractions. Appropriate siting and design of new tourism development will 

be crucial to protect the King Island environment and attract further tourist numbers. King 

Island comprises many opportunities for prime tourist development locations particularly in 

coastal areas whereby the key issue will be to carefully review the siting and design of 

such facilities during the approval phase and then the management of construction and 

operation of facilities post approval. 

 

The following comment was derived from the King Island Visitor Survey undertaken 

between June 2006 - January 2007. Whilst this survey recorded its own results from 

interception surveys and other forms of data analysis, the commentary below provided a 

snapshot of visitor trends when visiting King Island. 

 

The Department of Transport And Regional Services figures show an increase in total 

passenger numbers between similar time frames of 2005 and 2006, and these numbers 

could give heart to current and potential tourism operators on King Island. However, the 

data reveals that a relatively high proportion of all visitors are business travellers, with a 

relatively low demand for accommodation and hospitality services in the winter months. 

The challenge for King Island Tourism, based on this data, is to encourage the business 

traveller to experience more of King Island (particularly on the first trip), and to increase 

the total winter holiday visitor numbers with targeted promotions and available 

experiences catering for the visitor demographics. King Island Visitor Survey Report 2: 

June 2006 - January 2007 King Island) 

 

Types of Development 

King Island will generally be suitable for lower density tourist development that is 

sympathetic to the local environment. Strong potential exists to explore eco-tourism 
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opportunities for general holiday stays and corporate accommodation and for recreational 

tourism including golfing tours and coastal walks. It will be important that Council takes a 

strong stance on the assessment of such activities including consideration of: 

 

- requirements of the King Island Planning Scheme 

- siting and design of facilities 

- appearance of materials and finishes 

- access and management of construction/operation 

- economic basis for facilities 

- value adding to King Island 

 

Urban and landscape design enhancements to King Island�s key activity areas will help 

to promote its image and create a more attractive environment for tourists to enjoy when 

visiting and shopping in these areas.  

 

Promoting retail services associated with the King Island branding such as café�s (al 

fresco dining) and restaurants selling home grown produce will entice tourists to the major 

activity centres. Opportunities for retail facilities to embrace King Island�s other assets 

such as the promotion of the heritage opportunities e.g Shipwreck Trail could also be 

considered to enhance the tourism experience in these areas.  

 

8.3.2 Objectives 

 To encourage low density, environmentally sustainable tourism development. 

 To ensure attractive urban streetscapes and rural view lines. 

 To provide for an appropriate mix of tourism focused businesses. 

 To promote King Island �brand� produce, lifestyle and heritage attractions. 

 To promote opportunities for eco-tourism in coastal areas. 

 

8.3.3 Desired Outcomes 

Expand the potential for development of tourism activities on the Island through the 

promotion of design and development opportunities that are supported by the Island�s 

natural assets and historical features. 

 

8.3.4 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing/ 

Priority 

TSM1 Undertake an audit of coastal land which offers strong eco-

tourism potential and promote sites for this purpose. 

Med 

TSM2 Application of Urban Design Improvements for Currie, 

Grassy and Naracoopa to raise profile and attractiveness of 

these areas. 

Med 

TSM3 That consideration be given to reviewing objective 1.3.1 (e) 

of the Scheme, to recognise the importance that tourism 

has in the development  and sustainability of the Island 

High 
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9. Environment 

King Island has a history of significant environmental change, with the clearing of ancient 

forests for agricultural development and a large decline in flora and fauna communities, 

including the extinction of the Sea Elephant seal. 

 

Protecting, enhancing and conserving native vegetation is a priority to ensure bio-diversity 

is maintained and the Island�s natural assets are not further degraded. The rehabilitation 

of native vegetation in previously damaged areas is a key requirement for the Island�s 

longevity and encouraging diversification in flora and fauna communities. The sustainable 

use of sensitive areas, including coastal dune formations and the appropriate 

management of weed infestations and feral pests in agricultural areas are key 

considerations for the overall Island Strategy. 

 

Future human interaction with the Island�s natural processes must be considered in terms 

of new development proposals in relation to sensitive sites and protected coastal zones to 

ensure the continued availability and quality of water resources, soil productivity, 

vegetation types and wildlife habitats. 

 

The dunal systems situated along the west coast are not considered suitable for 

agricultural development and provide an opportunity for locating future low-density 

residential and commercial development, where vegetation is identified of low 

conservation status. Any development in these areas must however be designed and sited 

to respect coastal landforms and prevent growth from detracting or dominating the 

character of these landscapes. 

 

Inappropriate use of highly sensitive coastal areas located on the south and north-east 

edges of the Island must be prevented as a means of supporting the conservation of 

vegetation values and this can be achieved through the formalisation of coastal access 

routes and restricting opportunities for off-road (non designated) access.  

 

Land use initiatives within this Strategy seek to identify several parts of the Island as �no-

go� zones for new development as a means of protecting their environmental status and 

supported values. These areas will be designated as �Environmental Rural�, �Rural 

Conservation� and �Conservation and Recreation� areas. Controls within these areas 

extend to minimising and/ or prohibiting further subdivision of lots and restricting the 

intensity of agricultural activities in these areas. 
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  Figure 7: King Island's Environmental Values 

Source: DPIWE 
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9.1 Coastal 

9.1.1 Land Use Context 

King Island features an array of outstanding environmental and heritage features located 

along its magnificent coastline. Many of these notable areas including Seals Rock State 

Reserve and Lavinia Nature Reserve, provide an instant attraction to visitors from the 

Mainland who, because of the inaccessibility of King Island, often get to experience these 

desolate areas without the distraction nor competition for space from other tourists. 

 

The physical landscapes and cultural heritage sites of the Island make an important 

contribution to the lifestyle of residents and to the tourism economy. Emphasis must be 

placed on protecting these important assets from activities that would diminish their 

intrinsic value. 

 

The effective long-term management of future development along the coast will require 

appropriate strategies to ensure the capability of coastal areas can accommodate a 

potential increase in tourist demand without adversely impacting on the Island�s existing 

values, both natural and cultural. Improved local and visitor awareness regarding the 

sensitivity of dunal habitats and the values they support is required in terms of the 

detrimental impacts uncontrolled access can have on these eco-systems. The designation 

of certain areas of coastline as �Environmentally Significant Areas� is key in conserving the 

Island�s natural values, beauty and feeling of open-space. 

 

9.1.2 Objectives 

 To protect and maintain the sensitive nature of coastal dunal systems and fragile eco-

systems through the prevention of uncontrolled access. 

 To encourage the revegetation and protection of cleared land abutting coastal 

reserves. 

 To restrict the location of new development away from defined sensitive sites. 

 To retain and protect existing areas of native vegetation and promote the revegetation 

of disturbed areas of flora and fauna habitats within designated protected �no-go� 

zones. 

 To ensure new development results in minimal removal or fragmentation of native 

vegetation with no undesirable changes to significant terrestrial and marine 

ecosystems. 

 To implement sustainable siting and design principles which seek to �touch the earth 

lightly� and complement the nature and quality of surrounding coastal landscapes. 

 To prevent the irresponsible use of vehicles and motorbikes in sensitive coastal 

(dunal) systems whilst maintaining the �King Island Way�. 

 To conserve and promote places of natural, cultural and historical interest as a means 

of enhancing the Island�s image. 

 To effectively manage environmental impacts from future development through 

application of best practice measures and adherence of sustainability principles.  

 

9.1.3 Desired Outcomes 

King Island provides a range of both fragile and developable coastal environments. Both 

must be protected from inappropriate activities and development.  
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The coastal areas provide significant economic and social benefit to the Island by 

permitting access to much of the Island�s coastline. Controlling access to Crown land 

coastal areas for industry (kelping) and tourism needs to continue to support the Island�s 

uniqueness in this area and to ensure that access remains sustainable into the future. 

 

Developable coastal areas which are well serviced by existing infrastructure must have 

capacity to accommodate on site sewering, have close proximity to established townships 

and ensure that they will not be undermined by extensive loss of coastal vegetation 

through development and access. New coastal development must be responsive to 

coastal landforms, be of high design quality and any loss of coastal vegetation must be 

revegetated. 

 

9.1.4 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing 

/ Priority 

ENV -

C1 

Develop  Coastal Action Plans (CAP) for the following areas: 

 Currie Harbour to Porky Beach 

 Pass River to Cape Wickham 

 Cape Wickham to Cowper Point 

 Cowper Point to Bold Head 

 Bold Head to Stokes Point 

 Surprise Bay to Currie Lighthouse 

 

Each CAP will focus on 

 Coastal Access Management 

 Development Constraints and Opportunities  

 Environmental Protection (flora/fauna) 

 Tourism Features (Heritage and Natural) 

Medium 

 

9.2 Urban 

9.2.1 Land Use Context 

A Strategy focused on a sustainable outlook to effectively encourage and manage growth, 

development and diversification within a process of appropriately controlled strategies is 

supported. It is imperative that appropriate buffers and boundaries are implemented within 

each township to alleviate poorly managed interfaces between new residential, 

commercial and industrial growth. Managing growth can be achieved without 

compromising the future needs of each community, nor detrimentally impact on the natural 

values currently supported by the Island. 

 

The future anticipated growth of industry on the Island, more importantly mining and port 

related activities at Grassy and Currie, requires a balance between encouraging ongoing 

land uses and providing opportunities for appropriate change within the context of the 

Island�s environmental and social values. New industrial and commercial development on 

the Island has to be managed in terms of adverse impacts to noise, waste, water, air 

quality and existing social, cultural and environmental values. 

 

Community Education pertaining to sound environmental practices and the adoption of 

improved local practices in recycling domestic waste and minimising waste output is 

required for King Island. The proposed development of the Currie Transfer Station is 
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regarded as a viable opportunity for the Island community to effectively manage residential 

and commercial waste in an efficient and improved (less polluting) manner. The 

development of the new Currie Wetlands sewerage treatment project will also seek to 

contribute to reduce the environmental impacts associated with non-sewered waste 

systems and septic tanks. Prevention of future environmental impacts, to both the natural 

and social environment, can be alleviated through the adoption of sound waste 

management measures. 

 

The proposed development of a Scheelite mine and new port adjacent to the township of 

Grassy will require the introduction of appropriate buffers between industrial and sensitive 

uses to minimise and avoid conflicts between existing communities and surrounding 

agricultural practices. Water recycling schemes and the re-use of water in mining and 

other industrial operations is seen as key to adopting a sustainable means of water 

utilisation. The appropriate disposal of water from industry can be achieved through 

implementing targeted management and waste-water planning principles. The push for 

encouraging increased port and mining growth on King Island should not compromise the 

needs for water and energy from other sectors, hence identifying future production 

requirements will provide decision makers with the opportunity to understand the capacity 

for growth on the Island and what is sustainably achievable. 

 

9.2.2 Objectives 

 To establish a vision for the orderly development of residential and commercial 

growth within Currie, Grassy and Naracoopa that do no conflict with the Island�s 

surrounding natural values. 

 To ensure new development and associated infrastructure results in minimal change 

to the natural drainage patterns of the area. 

 To preserve and retain native vegetation where practicably possible in identified 

urban growth areas. 

 To encourage appropriate housing and development in townships to be sited and 

designed to provide acoustic and amenity protection from nearby industry. 

 To manage the interface between industry and sensitive uses avoiding conflict and 

loss of amenity to either activity. 

 To mitigate adverse land capability practices associated with vegetation clearing and 

soil erosion. 

 To ensure new industrial and commercial environments are adequately designed 

having regard to safety, access and infrastructure. 

 To achieve Best Practice environmental management measures for all new 

development. 

 To encourage the adoption of reduce, re-use and recycle in all future development 

planning. 

 

9.2.3 Desired Outcomes 

Urban environments are to be created which recognise the core sustainability principles 

of: 

 managed growth; 

 balanced service provision; 

 enhanced environmental benefit; and 

 integrated social change.  
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Urban environments that protect sensitive uses (e.g residential, schools, hospitals) from 

the amenity impacts of industry and which protect industry from encroachment of sensitive 

uses. 

 

Urban development that ensures adequate provision of infrastructure to support 

development. 

 

Urban development which ensures quality in design and siting including appropriate use of 

materials and finishes. 

 

Urban development which embraces sustainability principles of reduce, reuse and recycle. 

 

9.2.4 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing 

/ Priority 

ENV 

U1 

Develop Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) Principles for 

development and growth in areas susceptible to inundation 

Low 

ENV 

U2 

Prepare an Environmental Monitoring Framework for key 

industries 

Med 

ENV 

U3 

Prepare a Waste Management Strategy to include hard waste, 

waste water recycling and re-use schemes 

High 

ENV 

U4 

Develop an Environmental Management Policy for the Island 

to include a study to determine the most significant areas for 

conservation  

Med 

ENV 

U5 

Prepare a European Heritage (Shipwrecks, Buildings, Places 

of Interest) and Cultural Heritage (Aboriginal) Register for the 

Island 

Low 

 

9.3 Agricultural 

9.3.1 Land Use Context 

Whilst the coastline of King Island provides a wealth of physical environmental qualities, 

the Island�s equally valuable agricultural interior presents an environmental issue requiring 

appropriate strategies to provide for the future of agricultural land-use.  

 

The large wallaby population on the Island presents a significant environmental concern to 

the longevity of existing and future agricultural farming practices. The appropriate 

management of the wallaby population is critical in ensuring the loss of valuable stock 

feed to wallaby foraging is reduced, as well as a controlled reduction in their numbers to 

prevent further damage to farming properties. 

 

The spread of noxious weeds is considered a risk to current farming practices and the 

control of weeds and the identification of infested areas are required for the Island. For the 

Strategy to actively achieve a high level of environmental management for existing and 

future agricultural practices, a series of specific objectives need to be met which include 

preventing the spread of weedy species from entering highly sensitive agricultural and 

coastal areas.  

 

Existing agricultural activities influence the quality of the physical environment, the visual 

landscape and social well-being of residents of King Island. The retention of rural land 
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values is important for King Island as they are major contributors to the Island�s local 

economy, employment base and tourism image. Fragmentation of land committed to rural 

farming should be discouraged to prevent future land-use development from encroaching 

on good agricultural land as this may seek to detract from the Island�s position as a rural 

destination characterised by farming practices.  

 

9.3.2 Objectives 

 To protect and enhance agricultural land and biodiversity on King Island. 

 To encourage sound land management principles and practices which are consistent 

with sustainable land management practices. 

 To promote agricultural activities that are productive and economically viable. 

 To promote agricultural uses which are consistent with the conservation and 

landscape values supported by the Island. 

 To prevent the spread of noxious weed species and pest animals. 

 To conserve the cultural significance and character of open rural and scenic non-

urban landscapes. 

 To ensure new development is designed and sited to avoid adverse impacts on 

surrounding agricultural land-use practices. 

 To ensure that good quality agricultural land remains available to accommodate a mix 

of large, medium and small scale activities. 

 To prevent inappropriate subdivisions of agricultural land which undermine the 

capacity for production and which present possible land-use conflicts.  

 To protect agricultural enterprises and discourage the expansion of unplanned urban 

uses onto agricultural land. 

 To enhance infrastructure and resources that support the agricultural industry. 

 

9.3.3 Desired Outcomes 

 Agricultural practices which embrace sound land management principles including: 

o Water conservation and water quality management 

o Selection of species and varieties that are well suited to the site and to conditions 

on the farm  

o Diversification of crops (including livestock) and cultural practices to enhance the 

biological and economic stability of the farm  

o Management of the soil to enhance and protect soil quality 

o Prevention of infestation of agricultural land from noxious pests and weeds. 

 

9.3.4 Strategies 

Ref. Strategy  Timing  

/ Priority 

ENV 

AG1 

Undertake a King Island Rural Land Management Strategy Med 

ENV 

AG2 

Implement a Noxious Pests and Weed Management Plan Ongoing 

ENV 

AG3 

Implement a Feral Animal Management Plan 

 

High 
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10.  Implementation 

The King Island Strategy Plan should be used as a key reference document to assist in 

guiding the future planning for land use development of the whole of King Island. It 

is intended that this Strategy will assist in delivering physical, economic, social and 

environmental benefits and will assist many people across the Island with the potential for 

new lifestyle and business choices. The Strategy will provide a key mechanism for the 

enhancement of King Islands urban centres, industrial areas and its environmental assets 

as well as a strong focus on the appropriate siting and design of residential development 

in sensitive coastal locations.  

 

A fundamental element in the success of this King Island Strategy Plan will be the extent 

to which it is adopted and implemented. Critical to commencing this process will be 

actions which include: 

 

 Designate an officer within KIC to coordinate the establishment of a management 

committee (inclusive of a community representative) to oversee the implementation of 

the King Island Strategy Plan 

 

 Establish a program for funding to enable the progressive implementation of the 

actions of the the King Island Strategy Plan and seek funding from State and 

Commonwealth programs as and when they are available. (see Funding Section 

below) 

 

The actions identified in sections 6-9, represent a wide variety of actions which need to be 

considered over the next 1-10 years in order to achieve the broad objectives of the 

Strategy. Many of these actions will require specific attention by the Council in 

conjunction with the relevant State agency with these actions being critical to ensure 

the Strategy has strong impetus and is put into place at the outset.  

 

The implementation of the various objectives and actions will be different as they relate to 

contrasting areas of use and development. Therefore the application of this Strategy is to 

be flexible to allow for the implementation of those issues that need the most urgent 

attention. The Strategy is designed to be used in conjunction with community and 

stakeholder involvement and consultation to achieve solutions to planning issues which 

stand to deliver the greatest economic and social benefit and to ensure the simultaneous 

enhancement of the Island�s key environmental assets.  

 

Finally, in implementing the Strategy it is critical that the Council maintains strong links 

with the community recognising their contributions and ensuring an understanding as to 

the outputs of the process. Effective, continual community consultation beginning with 

the exhibition of the Strategy will provide an integral part in the successful 

implementation of the Strategy and the objectives and actions contained within.  
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10.1 High Priority Strategies 

The following strategies are those that have been given a high priority rating for 

implementation within the next 1-2 years. 

 

Ref. Strategy  Timing / 

Priority 

Partners  

CST1 Undertake detailed investigations for the creation of a 

Coastal Living Zone for coastal land on the west side of 

North road between Currie and Loorana (within the 

designated Coastal Development Precinct). 

High KIC 

DoJ 

RPDC 

CST2 Development of Coastal Siting and Design Guidelines 

for residential development within any future Coastal 

Living Zone 

High KIC 

RPDC 

DoJ 

CUR1 Investigate potential for Closed Residential Zone 

extension to the Currie Township  

High CUR1 

CUR2 Investigate potential for a Proposed Industry Zone near 

corner of Grassy Road and South Road and develop 

Structure Plan for area. 

High CUR2 

CUR 5 Review existing commercial land holdings in Currie and 

identify opportunities for provision of new commercial 

land within the Currie Township 

High KIC 

KIRDO 

GSY1 Apply a multiple zone approach over Grassy township High KIC 

RPDC 

DoJ 

GSY2 Create a Port (Industry) Zone at Grassy Port with a 

preference for uses aligned with mining operations and 

port activities such as freight handling, shipping, 

storage and distribution uses 

High KIC 

RPDC 

DoJ 

KIPC 

GSY3 Prepare Urban Design Framework for Grassy to 

include: 

 signage 

 gateway treatments 

 formalisation of viewpoints from town 

 identification of open space linkages to Port 

High KIC 

KIRDO 

KITI 

DTAE 

AG2 Undertake investigations for the creation of a Rural 

Living Zone.  

High KIC 

RPDC 

TSM3 That consideration be given to reviewing objective 1.3.1 

(e) of the Scheme, to recognise the importance that 

tourism has in the development  and sustainability of 

the Island 

High KIC 

DoJ 

KITI 

DTAE 

ENVU3 Prepare a Waste Management Strategy to include hard 

waste, waste water recycling and re-use schemes 

High KIC 

DPIW 

ENVAG3 Implement a Feral Animal Management Plan  High KIC 

DPIW 
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10.2 Key Partners 

Legend 

KIC  King Island Council 

RPDC  Resource Planning and Development Commission 

DoJ  Department of Justice 

DPIW  Department of Primary Industries and Water 

KITI  King Island Tourism Inc 

KIRDO King Island Regional Development Organisation 

AE  Aurora Energy 

DTAE  Department of Tourism, Arts and Environment 

KIPC  King Island Ports Corporation 

 

10.3 Planning Scheme Implementation  

In order to facilitate the achievement of the proposed zone changes, the King Island 

Strategy Plan will need to be incorporated into the King Island Planning Scheme. At this 

point the recognition of the Strategy can be achieved through the Strategy Map and 

supported by the Strategy�s �Strategic Directions� which seek to advise the key policy 

basis for the Plan. 

 

Many of the strategies that have been developed relate specifically to the potential to 

create new zones on the Island. However, before these proposed zones can be 

implemented, further investigations should occur to determine their exact size, location, 

boundaries and nature of uses permitted.  

 

Concurrently, the Council should work proactively with the State Government to ensure 

any new scheme changes remain relatively consistent with planning policy, or, where 

there may be a shift from policy, that the State Government has a strong understanding of 

the reasons supporting the new zones (strategic justification).  

 

Upon confirmation of these investigations and the recognition of the value generated by 

new zones through meeting economic, social and environmental considerations, actions 

can be taken to implement new zones into the Planning Scheme.  

 

In circumstances such as new Industrial Zones or extended township areas the 

development of detailed Structure Plans will be required to justify the infrastructure 

requirements to support new zones. 

 

The process below briefly summarises the above approach. 
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10.4 Funding 

The implementation of the strategies and actions will be reliant to a degree on funding 

availability from the identified agencies and key stakeholders to the region. The allocation 

of funding resources in order for the identified strategies to be implemented, should be 

strategically planned as a means of maximising these opportunities. This document is 

aimed at allowing for a clear focus on the objectives and means to achieving those 

objectives, potentially allowing for greater facility and service provision.  

 

Outlined below is a range of selected funding avenues at State and Commonwealth 

Government level which we have researched to assist the key stakeholders in generating 

and attracting financial income to provide the necessary impetus for the key priorities.  

 

These include funding avenues for conservation and heritage, urban design, sustainable 

land management, agriculture and the arts. For more funding sources it is recommended 

that a search be undertaken of www.grantslink.gov.au 

 

10.4.1 Federal Funding Avenues 

Tasmanian Government Office (Canberra) 

http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/tgo/funding.html 

Alert Service 

 

Education for Sustainable Development Grants Prograrmme 

http://www.environment.gov.au/education/programs/guidelines.html 

 

Land Management Grants and Funding 

http://www.environment.gov.au/land/programs/index.html 

 

http://www.grantslink.gov.au
http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/tgo/funding.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/education/programs/guidelines.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/land/programs/index.html
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Heritage Grants and Funding 

http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/programs/index.html 

 

Envirofund (Natural Heritage Trust) 

http://www.nht.gov.au/envirofund 

 

Coasts and Oceans Grants and Funding 

http://www.environment.gov.au/coasts/programs/index.html 

 

EMS - Pathways to Sustainable Agriculture 

http://www.daff.gov.au/natural-resources/land-salinity/ems/sustainableag 

 

Regional Arts Fund 

http://www.dcita.gov.au/arts_culture/arts/regional_arts_fund 

 

Regional Assistance Programme 

http://www.dotars.gov.au/regional/ 

 

Department of Environment and Heritage - Program of Grants to Voluntary 

Environment and Heritage Organisations 

http://www.deh.gov.au/programs/gveho/index.html 
 

10.4.2 State Funding Avenues 

Conservation Funding Program 

http://www.heritage.tas.gov.au/funding_program.html 

 

Regional Event Assistance Program 

http://www.eventstasmania.com/subpage.cgi?pageID=3&subsectionID=36 

 

10.5 Monitoring and Review 

One of the most important stages in the implementation of the Strategy Plan will be its on-

going monitoring and review. This stage is of critical importance if the progress of the 

Plan�s implementation is to be measurable and if community acceptance is to be 

maintained. 

 

Council and its stakeholders will need to review this Strategy Plan regularly to see that is 

conclusions and proposed strategies remain valid. As new information comes to hand 

such as the changes in demographic profile, new Government policy or major 

infrastructure opportunities, the Strategy may need to be modified.  

 

Monitoring and evaluation activities within the scope of the Strategy need to be 

undertaken continually and concurrently. It is important that the community be kept 

informed of the strategies being implemented and any review of the Strategy Plan. It is 

recommended that Council undertake an annual review of the Plan and its implementation 

program. A commitment to the monitoring and review by Council in this way will ensure 

the Strategy Plan remains current, is responsive to change and meets the needs of the 

community. 

 

http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/programs/index.html
http://www.nht.gov.au/envirofund
http://www.environment.gov.au/coasts/programs/index.html
http://www.daff.gov.au/natural-resources/land-salinity/ems/sustainableag
http://www.dcita.gov.au/arts_culture/arts/regional_arts_fund
http://www.dotars.gov.au/regional/
http://www.deh.gov.au/programs/gveho/index.html
http://www.heritage.tas.gov.au/funding_program.html
http://www.eventstasmania.com/subpage.cgi?pageID=3&subsectionID=36
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